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ICHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Diagnostic personnel often find it diff,icult to

identify language problems in children. This'diffiCulty

is 'due to differences in the perceptions of what

constitutes language that are reflected in what is

assessed, the inadequacy oof some test instruments that

are designed for the assessment of language

deficiencies and the differences in the types of

information that are obtained from different language

tests (011er, 1983). For children with a primary

language other than English, this difficulty becomes

even more problematic. Diagnostic personnel may become

unsure whether what appears to be a language problem is

due to second language acquisition and/or an actual

language deficiency.

Erickson (1981) states that the procedures and

instruments used in determining language disorders in

biliAgual children can affect the accuracy of the

diagnosis. Without consistent and knowledge-based

procedures for determining 'language disorders in

bilinguals, mistakes in assessment and

misclassifications will occur.

Public Law 9'4-142 proposes tat testing to

determine the placement needs of children should be

1
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/ /

nondiscriminatory and should take into account) the
-

,

language of-the children. Without a validated procedure, kt.

for language assessment 1't is unclear what might be

111consi red discriminato.ry. P.L. 94 -,142 indicates that

'the bilingual child should be tested in both langUges.

Without a validated procedure for Cilingual children we

can only speculate abQ.9 th'e role that the child's

mary language should play in the language evaluation.
''.

Mattes and Omark (1 -4) state that a child should
31

be considered eligible f.,,r peech and language therapy
14-4'

.

only if there is demonst.tated evidence of a handicap

requiring such services.,' They indicate that it is

extremely difficult to determine whether a bilingual

. child's communication problem is due to temporary

competition lAtween the two languages of his/her

environments or whether it is a handicap, which can be

considered pathological. The reason professionals are

not able to readily distinguish the difference is

because t.here has been little research done that

examines the differences inthe diagnostic profiles of

`bilinguals requiring language services and those who are

in the process of learning English as a second language.

Wyszewianski-Langdon (1977) its the only researcher who

has analyzed the'differe s between bilinguals who are

language disordered and those who are not. This study
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was done with Puerto Rican children and its

generalizabi.lity to M'xicah American children is

somewhat limited be.cause there is a difference'in the

Spanish spoken by the two groups. Taylor and Payne

(1983). state that it is necessary, to determine Whether.a

speech and language assessment Rocedure is culturally

valid and nonbiased,and can effectively discriminate

pathological and nonpathological language behavior.

They also suggest that widely accepted procedures do not

exist to assess the linguistic competence of children

who are culturally and linguistically different.

Despite the stipulations about the assessment of

culturally and linguistically different children in PL-

94-142, little has been done in the area of test

improvement and in examining overall evaluation

procedures With children (Taylor & Payne, 1983).

Problem Statement

There is'no validated procedure for the

determination of language disorders in Spanish/English

bilingual children.

Statement, of Purpose

The main objective of this study is to develop and

validate a procedure for the -assessment of language

12
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disorders ilSpanish /English bil4ngual.children. The

enabling objectives that will lead to the development

and validation of, the procedure are:

Objective 1. To determine the diftierences in the

diagnostic profiles of the three groups of children.

Objective' 2. TO determine consistency in agreement

among the Diagnostic Groups and the Expert Reviewers.

Objective 3. Tc5/ determine whether the discriminant

analysis will match ,txpert Decisions or the child's

initial grouplassification.

Objective 4. To determine whether the assessment data
A , can predict classroom language use as perceived by the

I

teacher.

Objective 5. To determine whether there are-statis-

tically significant differences between the three groups

of children.
/

Objectly_57 6. To determine what types of information

are most useful in the identification process: (a) what

type ok assessment data are most useful; (b) what other

type inforiation 'was necessary (i.e., Child data#

family history, and developmental data)..

Research. Questions

(1) What are the differences it the diagnostic profiles.

of those Spanish / ,English bilingual children with

13
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language disorders, those with lapguage difficul-

ties because of a language difference, and those

children who appear to have no problem with lan-

guage?

(2). Will there be at least 90 percent agreement

betw'een the Diagnostic Groups and the Expert

Reviewers as to which Spanish/English bilingual

children are language 'disordered and which are not?

(3) Will the discriminant analysis place the child

in the classifidation categories determined by

the Expert Reviewers or the child's initial

categorization?

(4) Can the assessment data predict classroom language

performance?

(5) Are there statistically significant differences

between the three groups of children included in

the study on the basis of the assessment data?

(6) ,What types of information are most bseful in the

identification process?

(7) Is the assessment procedure developed in this study

valid in the identification of language disorders

in Spanish/English bilingual children?

Delimitations
I

This study includes the following delimitations:
4

14
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1. The assessment procedure will only be

appropriate whe4e Spanish/English as4essments

can be performed: it/

2. Some of the formal assessment instruments used,

especially those that are specifically

developed for the Spanish-speaking population,

may not reflect current. thinking about language.

(-7,....2

,,,

They test discrete points.

3. The results on what type of information is most

useful in the assessment of language disorders in.

Spanish/English bilingual children will only be

generalizable to those children from similar

language and cultural backgrounds as those

children included in the study.

Contributions to the Literature

The researcher hoped to examine an area that

appears to be crucial and is yet unresolved. -Many

assessment procedures have been suggested for the

determination of language disorgiers for bilinguals and

yet the validity%of these approaches has not been
*

r
determined. The distinction between language

differences and language deficits need to be identified

by these procedures. Without such distinctions,/teachers
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a-pd diagnostic personnel have reasOr)to be concerned

about the diagnosis and placmeilt of bilingual ohildren.,

Theoretical contribution

The researcher examined the effectiveness of a

multidimensional approach in the assessment of language

disorders o Spanish/English bilingual children.

Several types of measures were used in this approach

including: (1) English and Spanish discrete point, tests;

4(2) teacher and parent reported information on the

child's pragmatic use of language; (3) and language.

' samples.

Practical contribution

The researcher vxpeCted to va'idate a procedure

that could be useful in the determination of language

disorders of bilingual children. The importance of

certain types of etsessment data in the identification

%A. of language disorders in bilinguals would also be useful

to r diagnostic professionals working with bilingual

children. The procedure might also be helpfUl.in the

_selection of program alternatives for bilingual children

- who are not affected by a language deficiency but are

experiencing ddfficUlty in acquiring English.

16
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Definction'of Terms

8

Assessment. Assessment is the actlal administrat n and

scoring of he formal and informal instruments used to

test the child's language abilities im a number sz)

linguistic areas.

Bilingual. Bilingual refers t9 the ability of the

child to speak English and Spanish as indicated by the

parent, the results of the Home Bilingual Usage

Estimate, the results of the language dominance

instrument.

Communicative Competence. According to Lucas (1980)

communicative competence refers to the speaker's ability

to effectively communicate an intentional message so as

to alter the -listener's attitudes, beliefs, and/or

ehaviors.

Discrete point 'measures. Measures'which reflect a

structuralist approach in which ,language proficiency is

reflected 14 mastery of discrete points, such as units

of phonology, morphology, vocabulary; and syntax

(Leeman, 1981).

Educational diagnostician. In New Mexico an educational
ti

diagnostician is a person who has received training and

is certified to admifiister tests (IQ, achievement,
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processing, and language dominance) to children who are

suspected of having a learning problem.

Evaluation. Evaluation refers to the interpretation

of the information gathered in the assessment taking

into account Contemporary theory on communication,

fiist and second language acquisition research, and the

linguistic characteristics of the student's community.

Identification. The identification is the process by

which it is determined that the child has a language-

disorder. This is based on the assessment and the

evaluative review of both formal and informal methods of

assessment used.

Language disorder. A language disorder is the abnormal

acquisition, comprehension, or expression of spoken or

written language (ASHA, 1980 cited by Dapico et al.,

1983). 30 this study' only spoken language will be

examined because assessments were done in both Englih

and Spanish and the bilingual children only received

written instruction in English.

Language 'dominance. The language that appears to be

the dominant as measured by a language dominance

measure.

Limited english speaker (LES). A person who speaks a

limited amOunt of English and whose primary language is

his/her home language.
4 7
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.Linguistic- interference. The negative effects that .the

fist language has on.the second language (Ben-Zeev,

1984). -

Linguistic transfer. uage transfer refers to the

native speaker's Use of,a forth from the mother language

when a rule from the language being learned is

required (Locke, 1981).

Mexican American. In this study, Mexican Americans are

the Spanish- speaking ethnic group who are descendents of

Mexican ancestry. They may not necessarily have a

Spanish'sdrname.

Morphology. Morphology refers to the 'structure of

grammat that deals with the forms and internal structure

of words (Cole & Cole, 1981, p.6):

Non-English speaker (NES). A NES is a person who

does not speak any English and speaks only the home

language.

Phonology. Phonology refers to the sound system of

language (Cole & Cole, 1981).

Pragmatics. Pragmatics refer to the use of language in

the context of a communicative act or communicative,

intent (Bloom & Lahey, 1978).

Syntax.. Syntax refers to word order and the way in

which words and sequences of words are combined into

19
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phra es,,c114ses, and sentences (Cole & Cole,.1981,

p 4).

Utterance. A self-sdfficient unit of meaning in spoken
.

language, precgded and followed by silence or pauses

& Setnel, 1984, p. 668).

..

20
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CHAPTER II
0

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH

The purpose of this chapter is to review the

research and literature that contribute to an

understanding in investigating the assessment of

language disorders of*Spaniqh/English bilingual

children. Four areas are reviewed relating to language

and language assessment.

The first area that is reviewed deals with

bilingua_lism and what it entails. The discussion

examines some of the early notions of bilingualism and

how changes have evolved from those early beliefs.

Researbh dealing with the attributes of a lAlingual

community are also discussed,

Secondly, the language development of the-bilingual

child are also discussed. This examination deals with

the research that has examined dual language

acquisition. Studies that have investigated the English

language development of children acquiring English as a

second language were are discussed.

Th" 'third area focuses on language testing.

Included in the discussion are problems related to

language testing, which have repeatly been cited in the

li.*614gture. The progression of the area of language

12
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testing throughout, the decadess also discussed.

Finally, a major emphasis is placed on the
assessment of Jangugte disorders in bilingual childre/

This includes an examination of literature and research
on referrals, problems ,with the speech and iariguage

evaluation, and suggestted assessment procedures.

Bilingualism

During the period up to. the 1950s, the effects of
bilinguilism were generally viewed as being negative

(Baetens Beardsmore, 1982). It 'was believed that
bilingualism resulted in mental confusion and

. 1

retardation (Darcy, 1953). H wever, more recent
research (Lambert & Tucker; 1972) has reported that
studies of middle-class

individuals found that, instead
of being handicapped, bilinguals were actually scoring
higher than matched monolinguals on IQ and achievement

P

tests. Lambert also indicated that research has not
revealed any forms of disturbance or maladjustment that

can be attributed to bilingualism. In studies in which

negative effects of bilingualism have been reportede the

researchers have failed.to-conSider.social as well as A

other variables which could havebeen responsible for
those negative effects. In cast in which the
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bilingualism of minority populations was studied, the

. status of language as a minority language has been

ignored along with the impact thgt this has had on.the

attitudes and use of the language. ignored. r

Baetens Beardsmore (1982) states that the only real

problem with bilingualism frequently cited by those

studying this subject is "dnomie" (also spelled anomy).

He describes anomie as the feeling of .personal

diorientation, anxiety, and social isolation, He

states:

3,

The reaction arises from an inability to
resolve the conflicting demands made upon the
bilingual individual by the two linguistic-
cultural communities in which he finds
himself. The very nature of the average
bilingual's development implies that the goals
after which he is striving will be
inaccessible, since the acquisition of
perfectly balanced ambilingualism is
exceptional. Thus it is that the bilingual
who tries to reconcile' two divergent
linguistic and' culturgi patterns may find the
inaccessible goals presented to him by two of
his environments leading to feelings of
frustration. (p. 127)

Throughout the world and in the Uned States when

two languages come into contact and bilingualism

results, certain phenomena occur (Conklin & Lourie,

1983; Hornby, 1977):

(1) Individuals in the society may react
negatively to certain linguistic aspects

J
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which make bilinguals different from other
members of the society.

r- (

(2). Negative reactions'to speech style ratter
than communicative abilities may occur

(3) The dominant language of the society is
often considered more prestigious, "proper,"
cultured, etc.

(4) Linguistic minority groups are affected by
a pressure to shed their native language and
embrace the newly acquired one.

(5) Language mixing and language borrowing occurs.

(,t) The loss of the native language for those
linguistically different individuals becomes
the norm (Valds, 1982).

One of the main problems in understanding the
/

language development of the child under the condition of

bilingualism is defining bilingualism and unraveling the

definitions proposed by a number of researchers. In the

literature, bilinguals are sometimes described.as being

at one extreme, that is, they, possess complete

symmetrical native control of two languages. Very few

persons, if any, possess such a degree of bilingualism.

At the opposite end is the person who possesses at least

one language skill (audition, speaking, reading, or
J

writing) to a minimal degree in a second, language.

Another view has been that,a person who possesses at

least one language skill in each of two languages is

bilingual. Regardless of the definition that is adopted

410, by the researcher, it gcles without saying that

24
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bilinguals are quite heterogeneous (Garcia, 1983).

Valde.s-Fallis (1979) has stated that any definition

adopted must take into consideiation diversity that

is part of the linguistic as well as sociolinguistic

aspects of bilingualism.

A factor that has been mentioned in the literature

and may affect the nature of_hi3ingualism in a group is

the determination of whether a bilingual's situation is

additive or subtractive. Additive bilingualism occurs

when individuals receive a number of advantages by

becoming bilingual, i.e., self-confidence, intellectual

enrichment, the approval of their community or society.

SubtraCtive bilingualism is the form of bilingualism in

which the use of two languages results in the loss of

some aspect, i.e., self confidence, the importance of.

the native language, and status. Some payholinguists

believe that subtractive bilingualism leaves linguistic

minority groups in psychologic16 limbo, which
MOIL

contributes to their inability to function well in

either language (Conklin
(6,

Lourie, 1983).

Language Development of Bilingual Children

Dual Language. Acquisition

Some of the information that is available

con grning dual language acquisition indicates that the

25
10
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development of both languages can b'ekparallel. Some

research contradicts this and indicates that one

language may be acquired at a faster rate than thq

Other. The ,acquisition of two languages can also lead

to an "interlanguage" in which the structural aspects-Of

one, language can be incorporated into the second

language (Eramico et al., 1983; Garcia, 1981). The

patterns and stages that a child goes through in

learning both languages can also be similar (Ervin-

Tripp, 1974; Langddn, 1983).

Padilla & Liebman (1975) performed a longitudinal

analysis of Spanish-English acquisition in two-three

year old bilingual children. The researchers also

compared the acquisition patterns of bilinguals and

monolinguals. This study analyzed several linguistic

variableS such a phonology, grammar, syntax, and

semantics. They observed similar gains in both

languages by the bilinguals, however, the acquisition of

linguistic forms in English and Sp ish was different.

The findings indicate that there m be a different

developmental level for the linguistic forms in the in

the two languages. They also found that the bilinguals

were ac ring two langu'ages at the same rate as

monolingual children were acquiring only one. This

finding was particularly important since it seemed to

26
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refutq the myth that bilingual, language acquisition is

slower. Another notion that was dispelled in this study

was that all bilingUal children leirning two language

simultaneously are balanced in their use of bo h

languages. This study indicated that theSe children had

a preference of one language over the other.

The concept of dual language learning has in the

past been viewed negatively rather than positively

affecting the language development of the chird.

Historically, it was believed that bilingualism slowed

down language development (Garcia, 1974). Today the

perceptions are not so negative, however, the question

of whether learning more than one language influences

the rate and/or quality of each language is still asked.

The question of linguistic transfer or linguistic

4 interference still ,remains unanswered. Some studies

have examined whether this phenomena occurs," however,

these studies have been few and have largely dealt with

the possibility of phonemic interference. Evans (1974)

found that monolinguals and Spanish-English bilingual

did not differ in their English sound dj.scrimination

.abilities. Spanish had not influenced the Spanish-

speakers' aiblity to discriminate between English word

pairs containing phonemic combinations that might be

27
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considered difficult for them (such as the "B" and "V"

sounds).

Dulay -and Burt '(1974a, 1974b) have reported that

few linguistic error's in English made by children whose

native slanguages varied from Or'ental to Western

European could. be attributed t ative language

interference. Garcia (1981) states that the findings of

116

the studies exa 'fling language transfer ani interference

indicate, the fo wing:
,-,-7 , ,

(1) ,- A linguistic transfer phenomenon is evident
in which the specific structures of the
"dominant" 'language influence the developmen-
tal quality of the less "dominant" language.

(2') A linguistic transfer phenomenon is evident
in which the structures of the two independent
language influence the developmental ,quality
of the less "dominant" languaqe

0,.

(3) The specific character of transfer between the
languages of the bilingual is not signifi-
cantly influenced by the simultaneous linguis-
tic ditvelopbent of two languages; the develop-
mental character of each language is sirriilar
to that of a native speaker of either lan-
guage. (p. 12)

Research dealing with the whole issue of dual language

acquisition and the language disordered Child is less

conclusive than what is available on normal children.

We know very little about bilingualism and the language

development of the language
.

disordered child. Greenlee

(1980) states that the lack of information in this area

has resulted in the view that learning two languages
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complicates the developmental progression of language by

the language disordered child.

English Language Development

Several studies have*.compared the development of

English language skills by English monolinguals and

Spanish-English bilinguals. Some of: the- studies have

attempted to examine only one aspect of linguistic

ability such as receptive or expressive ability. Others

have tried to incorporate a more global look at
language.

A very early study (Carrow, 1957) in the comparison

between the linguistic fUnctioning of bilinguals and

English monolinguals indicated that there was no

significant difference in the oral language of both

groups. The monolinguals did demonstrate a more
extensive vocabulary, however, the complexity of the

sentence structures was equal to those oft the

bilinguals.

Another study (Carrow, 1972) concentrated on the

receptive' language abilities of bilingual Mexican

Americans between the ages of 3-10 to 6-9. Carrow used

the Auditory Test of Language Comprehension to measure

their receptive language in both English and SpAnish.

Her findings indicate that the,,,bilinguals w very

29
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heterogeneous in their demonstration of receptive
ability in both languages. There was a larger
proportion of children who scored higher pn the English

test than on the Spanish test. Older children seemed to

do well in both languages.

Glad and her associates (1979) compared the English

language acquisition patterns of English monolinguals
and Spanish/English bilinguals using the Circus test
battery. They were mainly concerned with the
acquisition of English grammar. The results of the
study indicate that there was little difference

demonstrated by bilinguals and monolinguals in the

acquisition of verb tense,,_ adjectival inflections, and

subject-verb agreement. There was some difference,
however, in the acquisition of agent-objeddirect and
indirect relationships.

Eft Johnson (1976) studied three children between
four to five years of age with similar SES, ethnicity,
and college educatedarents. One child was Spanish

monolingual, one English monolingual, and one spoke both

Spanish and English. The monolingual children were only

exposed to one language at home. Her study is unique in

that it is not only a longitudinal study, but it also

incorporated a number of measures. She included

standardized test, temporal analysis, and spontaneous

5
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speech samples in three different settingL The results

indicate that on general langpage'skills as measured by

thp Language Assessment Battery the bilingual child

in this study scored higher. 40411 other analyses the

three children performed approximately the same.

Hernndez-Chgvez (1983) studied the acquisition of

Englisi asecond language by a three year old child.

His conclusions sta;te
A

that the child developed both the

syntactic structures and- the semantic functions
4

essentially independent of the first language. Also,C

negative transfer and interference occurred. His

conclusions were that'the acquisition of a second,.

language by the child did not have a harmful effect.on

either language. Despite the fact that the child spent

six to seven hours daily "in natural communicative use of

English, at the end of nine months the child hadbliardri

mastered some,of the most simple semantic and syntactic

aspects of English u h structures as plurals, modal

auxiliaries, or noun possession./ On the basis of his

study he proposes that it is extremely unrealistic to

expect children learning English as a second language to

`1,parn enougW English in a few months or even in one to

two years to be proficient enough to fully ffeet theA

linguistic requirements of the classroom.
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The studies on the English language development of

bilinguals indicate that on the surface, it appears that

bilinguals amid monolinguals are compar,atively equal in
7

their acquisition of English language skills. These

studies are not inclusive of all'the areas of English

competence that should be examined. These studies

should also be interpreted with caution since they rely

heavily on standardized measures which limit the view/of

the children's language and its

Despite the increase in studies about the English

acquisition of bilinguals there is still no information

comparing the .ability of English monolingual language

disordered children and the language disordered learning

English as a second language and their subsequent

acquisition of English language skills. Langdon (1983)

has stated that the bilingual Spanish/English speaking

language disordered children in her study exhibited

similar characteristics as the monolingual English

speaking' children. That is, the bilingual language

disordered childrenNWere chdracteri4ged by:

(1) The fact that they made more errors in
' articulation of single words and connected
speech, sentence comprehension, sentence
repetition, and sentence expression.

(2) Their perfoMance was not consistent across
tasks.
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(3) They showed lower language skills in.Spanish
than their normally developing peers.

(4) Their receptive abilities in Eriglish and
Spanish wel'e equally poor.,

(5) They had difficulty using processing strate-
gies.

(6) They had problems using,a language model.

Studies examining the language development of

bilingual children have predominantly focused on the
14.

language of ,young children. These studies indicate that

bilingualism does not negatively effect these children.

Infact, bilinguals progress as well as their monolingual

peers in the acquisition of English while maintaining

Spanish. There are differences exhibited in lenquage

preference, however. These studies have generally

examined the language development of "normal" children

and studies whith analyze the bilingualism of language

disordered children are scarce.

Language Testing

Thought about the area of language testing has

undergone considerable amount of change since the late

1940s ancr"the early 1950s when language testing was

said to have been in a "prescientific" stage. Between

the early 19505 and late 1960s it was considered to be

"psychometric-structuralist." From the late 30960s to
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the present language testing has become "integrative-

sociolinguistic" (Genesse, 1982; Rivera & Simich, 1982).

During the "precientifie period there was little

concern for any type of testing or other important

psychometric characteristics of determining language

proficiency. The("psychometric-structuralist" concen-
trated on the assessment of specific language components

such as phonemic discrimination, lexicon,=and syntax and

often consisted of a discrete point testing procedure.

Oiler and other sociolinguits have beeTi given credit

for the present period of an "integrat ve

sociolinguistic" perspective (Genesse, 1982). This
period is concerned mainly- with the examination of

language as it occurs in the real-life communicative
process. 011er (1983) has stated that language cannot

be assessed by examining the separate components of

language.

The influence and impact by sociolinguistic studies

in the area of language and communication have been

recognized for along period of time, however, it has

not been until recently that this influence has made

reference to language testing (Ornstein-Galicia, 1982).

The term "communicative competence," meaning the use of

language in a communicative context, has been derived

from this particular period and is seen as having a very
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significant application in the assessment of language

(Mattes & ()Mark, 1984). While the area of

sociolinguistics ha's certainly had an impact on the

present views of the direction that language assessment

'Iroxild follow, it is not certain how to make

sociolinguistic ldnguage assessment practical (Duron,

1982; Genese, 1982; Ornstein-Galicia, 1982). Making it

practical would be especially important tldiagnostic

individuals who are concerned with differences in

language varieties, who, realize that socio-ethnic

consideration are important in the language-proficiency

issue, and who need to make language evaluations practi-

cal as well as accurate.

Becher (1982) has indicated that a dilemma exists

in language assessment due to confusion and disagreement

about what language assessment should entail.' A

contributing factor is the plethora of that which are

used to describe the language assessment process. Some

of the terms include language proficiency, language

ddminance, language ability, and global language

prlficiency.

Another problem cited by Simoes (1982) t's that a

norm may exist for each language group. He states that

by using a single norm which normally divides dialect

from "standard language" many children may be diagnosed
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as language deficient on the basis of the single norm.4

The solution4that he proposes is developing expertise in
°

the identification of "special" situations in the

°standard" language and'di4ect.'

Troike (1982)proposes that the meaning of language
1

A

assessment and what it entails cannot be defined in

absolute terms. He describes language assessment in the

following manner.

First, the conception:of language which is
held will partly determiua what is assessed
and how it is done, and secondly, the view of
appropriate assessment procedures will affect
the choice of what is is measured, which for
the purposes' of assessment becomes a de facto
definition of language, i.e., language is what
the assessment procedure/instrument measures.
Both aspects in,turn are 'strongly affected by
the purposes of assessment ,(p. 3).

Much discussion has transpir6d'n the literature

concerning the imperfect natureof lantuage testing,

especially language tests dealing with the language

proficiency and language dominance of second language

learners (Ramfiez, 1983). The diagnostician is often

faced with a 'dilemma in diagnosis due to the

instruments' shortcomings. It is not possible to wait

for the perfect instrument to become available,

therefore, an instrument or instruments that are

psychometrically flawed must be used. The diagnostician

must make judgments despite the fact that the sample of
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behavior drawn has certain limitations (Thorndike,

1982).

Assessment'of Language Disorders

in. Bilingual Children

The literature on the assessment process for the

determination 4
of language disorders in bilinguals has

identified some problems in this process due to the

shift in the theory of communication and language.

Referrals are also a problem since those making

referrals are not always aware of how language

differences and a language deficiency can be confused.

In order to alleviate the problems that have been

identified, a number of suggestions have been made

concerning the procedures to follow in the assessment of

these children.

Referrals

One of the initial processes of the assessment

process is the referral which is normally made by the

classroom teacher or someone else working, closely with

the child. For the bilingual child this presents a

problem. Bifcson (1974) has demonstrated that teachers

are not very accurate in their subjective evaluations.
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In Bikson's study, the spontaneous speech evaluations of

.144 elementary school Black, Mexican American, and Anglo

childr n were exam'ned by objective measures and subjec-

tive to her ev luations. the objective evaluations

included: (1) response length (fluency) or number of

words; (2) number of different words used; (3) mean

frequency of word recurrence; (4) the standard deviation

from mean recurrence rate; and (5) uniformity of speech.

Five teachers listened to the tapes of the spontaneous

speech and determined the quality of the speech of the

children. The objective measures showed that the

minority speech perform4nce equalled or exceeded that of

the Anglos yet the teachers rated' minority speech as

inferior and linguistically deficient. They focused on

the superficial qualities of the minority children's

4nguage and were therefore not able tp,identify their

communicative competence.

Damico ands011er (1980) have demonstrated that when

teachers refer children for a speech evaluation based on

structural speech information which includes morphology,

syntax, subject-verb agreement, tense marking, and

pluralizations, they are likely to make more referrals

of children' having normal language ability. When

teachers were trained to view the children's language

from a pragmatic perspective and make referrals based on

38
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the children's, communicative competence, the referrals

forthe identification of language deficiencies tended

to be more accurate.'

These studies indicate 'that teachers are not

trained well, enough to make accurate judgments about

language deficiences. Bilingual children run a gieater

risk of being erroneo sly referred since most teachers

have less of an under tanding of their speech patterns.

c

Problems in Testing and Evaltations

In the middle of the language assessment

controversy is the difference or deficit issue. This

controversy is not new or exclusively an issue of

language assessment. The difference or deficit

controvert has surfaced in every instance in which

minority or culturally different people have been

compared with majority individual or a particular

standard. This point has been previewed by Cole and

Bruner (1971) and Lesser, Fifer, and Clark (1972).

Terrell and Terrell (1983) discuss the

difference/deficit issue in reference to the language of
_.----,

Black c ildren. They purport that more studies support

the diffe ence hypothesis than the deficit hypothesis

with this group. They also state that diagnostic

39
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personnel have a tendency to do one of two things when

reconciling the difference/deficit issue.

Some language 'specialists assume that all
minority group children are normal dialect
speakers and adopt a "do not test" or "hands
off" position. Others may use standardized
tests but overcompensate for a child's dialect
by assuming that all of the, child's
communicative behaviors, even if they are true
disorders, are characteristics oti the child's
normal and different linguistic style. Other
language specialists may not have sufficient
knowledge of the systematic communicative
patterns characteristic of subcultures in this
society and may therefore undercompensate in
their interpretation of dialect-speaking
children's performance on a language test
(i.e., they assume that these children have
linguistic problems), (p. 3)

The results of the dilemma are underrepresentation or

overrepresentation of culturally and linguistically

different children An speech and language programs.

Both are detrimental situations which need to be avoided

for any group of children.

Two studies have closely examined the profession

responsible for the evaluations determining language

disorders in children: Mattes (1982) surveyed 154

public school speegh language pathologists in the, Los

Angeles area. His survey revealed that the number of

speech language pathologist! with sufrfffient fluency in

Spanish to assess Spanish-speaking ,children was

inadequate to meet the needs of the Hispanic population

in the area. Carpenter (1983) had-similar findings with
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a more extensive Califo ia.sample (n=329). She found j)

that'while more than half f the sample reported that

they spoke a language of er than Englis few stated

that they were fluent enou h to be able to effectively

conduct evalutions in that language. The lack of

availability of bilingual speech language pathologists

to assess bilingual children is a problem in., assessment

that cannot be denied.

In the screening and evaluations for language

disorders the speech language pathologist must determine

whether the child deviates from the norm in his language

skills. Determining this becomes a crucial issue for

the bilingual child since' it has already been

established that there are few _normative studies that

relate the Spanish and English language skills of

bilinguals in the United States. The normative data on

which to base the determination of language deficiencies

are not available and the speech language pathologist is

left to either use translated tests with paglish norms

or to merely test the child in English. In order for

bilingual children to be considered language disordere

they must' be considered language delayed in thei

Primary and secondary language (ASHA, 1983 Langdon,

1983; Mates.& Omark, 1984). Translated tests and the

use of English norms are not helpful in determining that 1

41
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delay. It would seem that the necessary norms could be

.obtained and that the problem could thus be solved.

Garcia (1981) states that the heterogeneity of the

Spanish-speaking population in this country makes it

almost impossible to obtain them. Codeswitching,,amount

of Spanish spoken at home, the influence of SES on

langtage dialect differences, and phonological

differences al'l add to the burden of obtaining those

norms.

Whdn norms in Spanish and norms in English are used

there-is yet another problem. Native language loss is a

normal phenome+n among bilinguals (Mattes & °mark,

1984;*Valde's, 1982). Bilingual children who experience

language loss in their native language may demonstrate

language test scores in their native language that are

similar to those of bilingual children with language

disorders (Mattes & Omark, 1984). Because English is

acquired as 'a second language and these children have

nothad enoughTortunity to use Englith as the English

monolingual children included in the test norms, they

may also score low on-the English tests. The bilingual

assessment wDich is intended to be fair may, ultimately

no\ discriminate between pathologidal and

language behavior (Mattes & Omark,nonpathological

1984).
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,It has already been established that the theories

of language have changed drastically in the past thirty
,

years. Language assessment has progressed from "pre-

scientific" to structuralist to integrative-

sociolinguistic. Unfortunately, the instruments that

are' use to assess language have not progressed with the

trencds and theoretical, shifts determinediby empirical

research. By definition testing is a very structuralist

process in and of itself. It comes as no surprise that

the integrative-sociolinguistic approach has not been

''.-----im'torphrated in the process and test' instruments do not

reflect that approach. Test instruments continue to

assess language ability in discrete parts.' With

instruments reflecting an outdated language perspective,

the question remains whether diagnostic personnel can

adequately make judgments'on the basis of informatign

derived from them.

Another problem in the assessment procedure is

determining whether to test/in Spanish, English, or both

languages. The determination of language, proficiency

has been rather elusive with the methods that are

available (ASHA,l983). Researchers in the area of

language are still struggling to establish the meaning

of language proficiency. The majority of tests used to

assess language proficiency view language in a very
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structured sense (IAA, 1983: Canale, 1,983; Erickson &

Omark,'1981; Mattes & Omark, 1984; Oakland, 1977; 011er,

104).

Language instruments for bilingual students'are not

only outdated from a theoretical perspective, but are

also poorly constructed. Norming samples are relatively

small and validating procedures are often not reported

(Oakland & Matusek, 1977). In an evaluation text on

oral language tests for bilingual students by SW1verman,

Noa, and Russell (1978), a large number of instruments

did not report any validity or reliability data. These

problems make the interpretation of the results/-

extremely difficult.

Suggested Assessment Procedures

, Because most assessment instruments are discrete

point, measures and current language assessment

literature recommends a holistic and pragmatic

assessment of language, approaches that view language in

parts and those that are holistic must be combined.

Diveise testing and-diagnostic procedures are important

_ in the diagnos anguagddisorders in bilingual

A

children.
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Langdon (1983) h s suggested an assessment

procere that includes the following methods:

(1) The use of `.informal method such as school
records and a parent/guardjian interview.'

(2) The determination
7
of language dominance.

(3) The assessme of the bilingual child in the
primary or preferred langiiageit

4

(4) The..assessment of receptive abilities
including vocabulary, conpepts, ability to
follow instr Lions, comprehension oral
sentences an paragraphs.

(5) jThe evaluation of expressive abilities
including the use of complete correct
sentences, ability to express ideas in
logical order, the expanison of ideas, and
the ability to sustain a conversation.

(6) The examination of pragmatic skills.

Langdon used this procedure in the determination of

language disorders among bilingual Puerto Ricans.

Terrell and Terrell (1983)-state that providing a

nonbiased language assessment parallels that of a

traditional assessment process. Some of the differences

follow:

(1) Traditional assessments are more dependent on
the cultural and linguistic orientation of the
SheLexaminer whereas nonbiased assessments, are
dependent on the cultural and linguistic
orientation of the child bei g examined.

(2) Thy examiner must be familiar with tl}e exa-
minee's culture and mhst have developed an
"ear" for the dialect of the child's group.

-(3) The examiner mutt have analyzed his/her own
attitudes and stereotypes concerning the

04
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child's values, ethnic identity, language
style, and appearance,

37

T(ylor and Payne (1983) have suggested that sources

of bias be,identified in any assessment. They include.

models_ which have been proposed in the literature and

can be appli ? d to a speech and language assesment. They

also suggest test. modification as an alternative in

eliminating test bias. They feel that even though most

examiners do not like to alter standardized test

procedures there ire professionally ethical techniques
/

that should, be considered. These techniques include

identifying problems with the instrument that are

sources' of potential discrimitation and apply corrective

remedies to them. The examiner should also conduct an

item analysis to determine item bias against particular

dialects. They suggest that these items be changed to

reflect the child's appropriate dialect.

The American Speech and Hearing Association has

been the most instrumental in stipulating procedures for

bilingual children who are suspected of having speech

and language disorder (ASHA, 1983).: These procedures

for bilingual children between the ages of 6 to 10.11

are for the use of both formal and' informal methods.

Informal methods include languagesampling, the analysis
. ,
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of communication functions, and the use of informal

probes. Formal prdcedures can inc'iude adapted

instruments, Spanish tests, translated tests, and the

use of formal English tests. The clinician is

encouraged to use any variation of these methods.

Mattes and Omark (1984) suggest that tests be used

with language samples. They view the language sample as

important because it considers the effectiveness of the

child's communication 'during natural speaking acts.

In the examination of the procedures suggested for

the language assessment of bilingual children it becomes

obvious that diN4rse opinions exist as to what the focus

of evaluations should be and what they should encompass.

Some suggestions border on traditional views of language

and can thereby be considered more structuralist while

others in their attempt to deal with the shortcomings of

language testing have almost become "prescientific."

Most of the literature suggests that traditional methods

as well as some procedures Which incorporate more regent

views of language be used. There is agreement-that the
/

testing of bilingual Spanish- speaking children include

English and Spanish testing as needed. The literature

also appears to consistently relate that informal and-

formal assessment techniques need to be comblined.
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A major problem in the suggested cziocedures is that

they have not been validated nor haVe the the

recommendations for the use of certain instruments been

justified., With the new developments in research

directed toward the first and second language

acquisition of bilinguals and the changes in the theory

of communication it is necessary that procedures for

assessment be tested and closely scrutinized.. The lack

of valid instruments for bilingual students also

necessitates the validation of assessment procedures.

48
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CHAPTER III

METHOD

'Type of Study

This study used an ex post factp approach in the

validation of an assessment procedure for determining

language. disorders in bilingual children. It attempted

to incorporate a multidimensional approach to assessment

as suggested by ASHA (1983) and Erickson (1983). The

study used Expert Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups in the

more subjective development and validation process. It

also used Statistical means of analyzing the data.

Rationale for Design

Kerlingek (1973) states that ex post facto research

is used when the subjects canhot be manipulated or

assigned because the ind
te

pendent variable(s) have

already occurred. In this case, the focus of the study

was-Spanish/English children who were classified as

language ,disordered, Spanish/Eng.liSh*ildren who

appeared to have language difficulties and had received

a language evaluation but were not found to be language

disordered, and Spanish/English children who were

functioning normally academically and lingUist.ically.

The use of the three'lroups allowed for an examina ion

4
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of how the groups might differ'on the assessment data.

Expert Reviewers were blind 'to initial classifications

w).en they made decisions about the language classifica-

tions of the three groups of children. Diagnosticians

and speech language pathologists became part of the

cross-validation process.

Design

Structurally ex post' facto research designs

resemble experimental designs: The only difference is

the lack of manipulation of the dependent'variable

(Kerlinger, 1973). Considerations of control must be

taken into account as in experimental research. In this

study a complex sampling technique was used to take into

consideration th6se necessary.measures of ontrol.. A

sampling technique which somewhat resembles a multistage

cluster sampling and a stratefied random sampling was

used (Borg & Gall,' 1979). Thtee groups of bilingual

children n-with differences in language functioning were

identified firstL\Group A included Spanish/English

bilingual children who had been identified as language

disordered by the public schools, Group B consisted of

Spanish/English bilingual children who had some language

difficulty and had been tested but were not found to be

language diWordered, and Group C included
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Spanish/English bilingual children who were functioning

normally academically and linAistically in the

classroom. All three groups of children had-

intellectual capacities within the normal range (85-

115), came from similar socioeconomic backgrounds, and

Spanish was their primary language upon school entry in

kindergarten. At the second stage of selection, children

from these three groups were randomly selected to

ultimately compare three groups of twenty children. The

consideration of the primary variables, i.e., IQ,

Socioeconomic backgrounds, and language backgrounds, had

been carried out because the lt;erature indicated that(

these three variables affect language. It was therefore

necessary to control for these variables in order that

the children's performance on the,assessmelat'technigues

would not be contaminated by these factors.

Socioeconomic backgrounds were determined by the area in

which the children lived and sometimes the father's

occupation. The intelligence abilities were determined

by the IQ scores in the student files on the forty

children who had received a special education evalua-

tion. These IQ scores-normally were based on-Wechsler

Interl4gence Scale for Children-Revised and Leiter idea-.

sures which had been administered to the children. The

20 children who were P'art.of the group who had never
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been tested were administered the Kaufman Assessment

Battery for Children by the researcher. Language

Backgrounds were detdrmined by the parent report on what

language the child spoke first and the Lau Ratings on

the child at school. The design looked as follows:

43

X
1
(r)

A

0

X 2(r) 0

X3(r) 0

C: Group
r: Random assignment
0: Assessment

Group Compositions

Expert. Reviewers. Expert Reviewers were selected on the

\\-basis of .their expertise in the identification of

language disorders in Spanish/Englishbbilingual

children. The majority of these individuals who had

been,identified as Experts' had written and published

'articl4s and other materials related to the area and

were regionally, nationally, and internationally

recognized.

Eight;-Expert Reviewers were contacted by mail and

asked whether they would like to participate in the
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study (see Appendix A). They were sent an abstract of

the study along' with a reply form which they were to

fill out with their kesponse (see Appendix B). If they

chose to participate they were to complete the question-

npire developed by the Bilingual Language Learning

System in order to gain an idea of their perspectives on

the language assessment of bilingual children (see

Appendix C).

Five of the individuals contacted responded that

they Would like to participate in the study as an Expert

Reviewer. One individual said she felt-she did not

possess the Spanish language proficiency needed to
.J00,

participate but recommended another i ual whom she

felt would better serve in the study. .The person who

was recommended agreed to participate when she was

contacted./ A total of six individuals agreed to

participate in the study. One individual did not send

the data after repeated calls, therefore, he was dropped

from inclusion in the study. A total of five Expert

Reviewers remained-in the study.

'The five individuals who paticipated as Expert
\

Reviewers were working with Spanish/English bilinguals

in different parts of the country.

geographically well distributed, i.e.,

They were

California,

Texas, New Mexico, Illinois, and Puerto Rico.

53
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The Expert Reviewers' experiences varied,' however,

all had worked, extensively with Hispanic children.

Three of the individuals were employed in university

settings. One was the director of a speech clinic

.serving a large Mexican American population, another.was

the director of a bilingual/special education training

program emphasizing language differences and deficits

among bilinguals, and the third individual was chairman

of a department concentrating on communicative disorders

in monocultural/monolingual and bicultural/bilingual

individuals.

Two individuals were not 9mployed by universities.

One individual worked for a major organization for the

handicapped and assessed and diagnosed bilinguals

referred to that agency. The other person-was a

consultant in, speech and language assessment of

bilingual children in her state's public schools and

the State Department of Education.

DiagnotAtic Groups. The participants in the Diagnostic

Groups were employed by the school districts from which

the childr en had been drawn. Only enough individuals to

comprise three Diagnostic Groups volunteered to

participate in the study. Speech language pathologists

and educational diagnosticians composed the Diagnostic,
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GroAps since, they are the individuals who ',are most

luyledgeable about making diagnoses and recommendations

about classification and placement of language

disordered children. Both educational diagnosticians

and speech language pathologists are involved in the

testing of these children in New Mexico.

Group 1. Seven-individuals including two speech

language pathologists and five educational

diagnosticians agreed to participate in Group 1. On the

date scheduled for the r1view of the data, only five,

educational diagnosticians actually participated. None

of the group participants were bilingual, ',but one member
A

could read some Spanish.

Group 2. Group 2 consisted of two speech languAge

pathologists and two educational diagnosticians. One
4

of the individuals spoke some Spanish, however, none of

the participants were fluent in the language. Three

individuals were, able to read some of the Spanish.

Grod 3. Group 3 included individua;$ who were

, part of a bili uallassessment committee in one of the

school- disNictt. The group was composed of two speech
r ,

language pathologists and' two educational

diagnosticians. All of the individuals in this group

c , 55
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could read and speak Spa@sh% Two of the participants

were native speakers while two were academic bilibguals.

The individuals in the-group had experience assessingL
and diagnosing bilingual children in their district.

Data collectors. The data were collected by a

number of individuals whohed either been trained by the

researcher or had received prior training depending on

the technical nature of the type of data they were to

collect.

Home interviewers. Four home interviewers were

trained by the researcher to make home visits and gain

information about the child's language in the home ( see

Appendix D for specific topics about interviTwin%

included in the training). They were grained to use the

Home Bilingual ,Usage Estimate and the Parent

Questionnaire. All 'of interviewers were proficient in

English and Spanish and were culturally and

linguisti6-1-lycoMpatible with the parents. They had

all lived in the area for a number of years. The home

interviewers set up an appointment with the parents at

the parents' convenience and asked them questions about

their child's language functions in the home. The

interviews were either conducted in Spanish or in

English dependinl on the parents' preference. All

-56
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interviews were, conducted using direct questionnaires,

but the interviewers were also trained to probe whpn

needed.

Child' examiners. The Child Examiners consisted of
'44

trained &peech language pathologists, speech language

pathology undergraduates who would be graduating at the

end of. the academic year, sptch language pathology

graduate students, and the researcher. Their job was to

-administer &nd score the standardized teats. The

'researcher did not engage in obtaining or transcribing

any of the speech language samples since she was..,pq

trained to do this.

School districts. The children who participated in

the study came from two school districts in southern New

Mexico. ..Both` districts were relatively large, however,

one served a rural environment while the other included
4

an urban (under 100,0004 population. Both school

districts serve a large proportion of Hispanics. .Due to

the proximity of the school districts to the Mexican

border, many children who attend these school districts

have close ties to relatives in Mexico.

Community. The majority of the participants in

the study lived in the Mexican American areas of their
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respective communities. 'The largest group of children

came from the Mexican Am-erican barrio of the- urban

community. This area is inhabited almost exclusively by

a Mexican American population. Most houses in this area

are single family dwellings with small yards. Since
1

the

area is an older portion of the city, many houses are

constructed of traditional adobe. Families live and

exist in a close community environment, .however, they

are not isolated from the rest of the city.

Student population. A total of 60 Mexican

American children between the ages of 7-10 participated

in the study. These children had entered School in

kindergarten as limited English speakers (LES) or non-

English speakers (NES). The children were of average

intellectual ability with IQs within plIA or minus one

standard deviation from the mean (85-115). As indicated

in Table.1, the mean`intelligence quotient for the total
L

group was 94.5.

Table 2 shows that both parents of 621V of the

children had been, born,in Mexico. Twenty-eight percent

had at least one parent who was born in the

United States and the other born elsewhere. Ten per-

cent had American-born mothers and fathers. The

children with two foreign born parents had a mean

residency in the United States of 9.3 years.
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Table 1

Population Characteristic Means

Characteristic Mean

IQ

Residency in US
for 2 Mexican Parent
families

94.5

9.3
yrs.

Number of children in 5.0
the family

\_--

Groups included in study. Three different groups of

children were included in the study: (1) children who

had been classified as linguage disordered by the public

schools; (2) children who were referred for a special

education evaluation and / language assessment and did

not qualify for placement; and (3) children who were

acquiring English as a second language but were

progressing normally with their language development and

schoolwork. These three groups were used to determine

whether differences in languages assessment could be

distinguished between the thi-ee groups.
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Percentages and Numbers of Population Variables

51

Variable n

,
Females 30 50

Males 30 50

Both Parents
born in Mexico 37 62

Both Parents born
in US 6 10

One US Parent/One
Mexican Parent 17 28

1%.1.0 Year Olds 13 22

9 Year Olds 10 17

8 Year Olds 21 35

7 Year Olds 16 s. 27

Group.A. Group A consisted of 20 children classified

as language disordered by the public schools. They did

not demonstrate any other exceptionality. These

children were in l'anguage therapy programs reflecting

different special education placement levels, i.e., A,

B, or C levels. The A and B level children participated

in language therapy programs which did not exceed two

6o
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regular school periods. Thehevel C children received a

special language program for half of the school day.

Group A was composed of children who had been given

diflferent Lau ratings. The Lau ratings were intended to

relate to the level of language profictency in English

and Spanish. A Lau C for this group of children often

meant that they had equally low language proficiency

level in English and Spanish. A Lau A rating indicated

that the child was Spanish Monolingual. A Lau B rating

implied that the child spoke mostly Spanish but that the

child also had limited English-speaking ability. Table 3

includes the breakdown of children with different Lau

ratings in Group A. The largest percentage of children

in Group A were considered Bilingual by the au Rating

Table 4 illustrates the composition of the group

according to sex and age. Both males and females were

represented in the .group. The largest age group

included in Group were eight-year olds.

The, amily characteristics of Group A indicate that"

the majority of the children had at least one,parent who

was born in the United States (see Table 5). The

smallest percentage of the group had two parents who

were born in the United States. For those children with
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two parents born in Mexico, the mean length of residency

for the group was 15 years.

Families were l'elatively small with the majority

consisting of three children?' The mean number of

children for the families was 4.

Table 3

Lau Ratings for Group A

Rating . n

Lau A 6 30

Lau/ B 4 20
."ie

Lau C 10 50

62
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Table 4 -

Composition of Group. A

Variable

Males 11 55

Females 9 \ 45

10 Year Olds, 4 20

9 Year Olds 5 25

8 Year 010s 8 40

7 Year Olds 3 15

Group B. Gioupp was composed of children who had

been referred for a special education evaluation but did

not qualify after the speech and language,evaluation and

the Educational Appraisal and Review Committee meeting.

Table 6 illustrates the Lan ratings for Group B. It

should b,e noted that the largest percentage was

considered tagte,Bilingual.
Er.
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Table 5

Family. Charact ;ristics of Group A -

)

Family Characteristics

Both Parents Born in Mexico 7 35

Both Parents Born in US 4 20

1 US Pareht/1 Mex. Parent .9 45

1 Child in Family 1 5

3 Children in Family 6 30

4 Children in FamN y 7
.

41 35

5 Children in F 2 10
G.

7 Children in Fam y 1 5

9 Children in Family 1 5

Ratings

Table 6

Lau Ratings for Group B

n

Lau A

Lau B

Lau C

20

7 35

9 45

64
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Group B had 11 males- and nine females. There was

. almost an even distribution of all four age groups as

demonstrated by Table 7.

Table 7

Composition of. Group B

Variables-

Males 11 55

Females 9 45

10 Year Olds 6 30

9 Year Olds 4 20

8 Year Olds 6 30

7 Year Olds 4 20

---,The majority of the families of the children in

Group B had two parents who were born in Mexico. 0

one child in this group -had two parents born in he

United States. Of the grout) of children whose pa ents

were both born in Mexico, the mean number of y rs of

residency for the family was six years. The g p mean

of children per family was 4.0 (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Family Characteristics for Group B

Family Characteristics

Both Parents'Born in Mexico

Both Parents Born in U.S.

1 Parent Born in US/1 in Mex.

1-3 Children in Family

4-5 Children in Family

7-9 Children in Family

e

16 80

1 5

3 15

7 38

9 48

2 14

Group C. Group C consisted of children who were

functioning normally linguistically and academically in

the regular classroom. These children were receiving

English' as a second language instruction for

approximately 20 minutes a day. The Lau ratings for

Group C are illustrated in Table 9. These ratings

(

demonstrate that the majority of the children were

Spanish Monolingual. /
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Table 9

Lau Ratings for Group C

Rating n

Lau A 12 .60

Lau B 4 20

Lau C 3 15

No Lau rating ,1 5

In Group C there were eight males and 12 females.

Seven and eight year olds were represented in larger

numbers in this group (see Table 10).

The majority of the children in Group C Fly two

Mexican-born parents. Only one child out of the

group had two American-born parents (see Table 11). The

mean lelpth of residency for those parents born in

Mexico was six years. The mean number of children for

the group was six.
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Table 10

Composition of Group C
S

59

Variables -n
/"--

Males

Females

10 ,Year Olds

9, Year Olds

8 Year Olds

7 Year Olds

8 40

3,2

3

60

15

1 5
O

7 35

4-9 45

Table 11 6,

Family Characteristics for, Group C

Family Characteristics n

Both Parents Born in Mexico 15 75

Both Parents Born in US 1 5

1 Parent Born in US/1 Parent Born in Mex. 4 20

2-3 Children in Family 5 26

4-5 Children in Family 4 22

6-8 Children in Family 6 ' 30

-10-16 Children in Family 4 22
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Comparisons between Groups A,. B, and C. There was

'littte ,difference 141 the male/female composition of

Groups A, B, and C. The le ievels were also faiiy

evenly distributed among the three groups, lite mean age

did not differ greatly' nor did the mean IQs.

Groups A and B had the largest representation of

Lau C or Bilingual children., Group C hadXthe largest

percentage of Spanish Monolingual or Lau A children.

This implies that according to the schools' Lau Ratings,

Group C had some 1 ge dominance differences and a

large percentage ollOP anish Monolingual children in

comparison to Groups A and B. Groups D and C were made

up of a large percedtage of children whose mother and
r.

father had been born in Mexico. Group A exhibited the

largest percentage of children who had'one American-born

and one Mexican-borrr-parent. enerally, all three

groups had a low percentage if children with two

Alerican-bov parents.

Groups-Band C haa a mean length of residency for,

Mexican born parents of approxiMately six years. Group'

A's Mexican-born parents had a mean length of residency

of 15 years.

The mean number of chiliren for families ranged

betweei four to six children. In Group C there were

some families that had more than s x children.

69-,
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H
The demographic data as well as other data

indicates that generally the groups were similar --in the

characer stics needed for some common grounds fdr

eompari on, i.e., family characteristics such as -family

size, a parent's' birthplace, and the distribution of

age levels per group. The mean IQs are somewhat higher,

for Group C but this may be due to the use of the

Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children which is consi-

dered to be a less,biased instrument and resulted-in

higher IQ '592ores for this group (see Table 12).

Measurement. Techniques
---

The assessment process incorporated

multidimensional approach to testing. It included

standardized instrumennformal checklists and,

questionnaires, and examples of the child's spontaneous

language. The standardized tests were used to assess

language dominance and receptive and expressive language

abilities. Use of the child's language in school and in -

the home was evaluated through more informal means (see

Table 13). :The assessment of the child's ability to use

and understand language in bothSpinish and Englibh was

importa9t in determining 1 guage disorders it ilingual

children and therefore fo mal testing was co ucted in

bot4 l anguages. It was also 'necessary to assess"
5

7 0
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Table 12
400#

.Group. Mean. and Standard Deviation
4

Comparisons on Variables

r.

4ge # Yrs.
in USA Children

Group A .

Mean ', . ..: 93.2 ,

7.8
15
4.1

3.8
1.7

.\.
Group
Mean 8.6 91.5 6S6 3.8
SD 1.1 , 6.4 7.0 1.6

Group C
Mean 7.9 99.0 6.0 6.3
SD .1.0 9.0 7.6 3.6

ti

a

4

71
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different language ability areas, i.e., knowledge of

vocabulafy, concepts, 'ability to understand oral

directions, grammarp and other language parts in border

to more accuratel determine language deficiencies

(Langdori, 1983). The procedure employed in the study

took all this into account.

Language. Dominance

The .language of the home was assessed by

questioning the parents about lAguageused in t4e home:

Essentially language dominance measured by the Home

Bilingual Usage Estimatse exarrtined who spoke what

iaiiguage to whom. The measure inquired about language\,

use with those individualslin an extended family,

i.e., grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins, as well as

parents and siblings. Actual Spanish and English

language performance was assessed by the Spanish/English

Language Performance Screening. This was done in order

to more effectivelimeasur the child's, language
\..s*.

domin.ince:in both languages. Because tests
.

do. no't

measure levels of bilingualism vIlTy well, it was

anticipated that by using home information and the

child's perform-ance level a more accurate performance

level could be obtained.

72
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Table 13

Areas Assessed and Measures Used

Language Area
)

Englih Test Spanish Test

.

Vocabulary

Concepts

Comprehension

Oral Directidns

Morphology

Sentence
Repetition

Expression of
.Specific Items

Expression of
Sentences and
General
Information

Language
Dominance

Pragmatic
Use of Language

Spontaneous,
Language

Toronto Test of
Receptive Vocabulary
(TTRV)

Boehm Test of
'Basic Concepts

Language Sample

Boehm

Bilingual Syntax
Measure (BSM)

Spanish /English
Performance
Screening (S/ELPS)

Home Bilingual Usage
Estimate (HBUE) &
S/ELPS

Teacher Checklist
& Parent QueStiOh
naire

English Language
Sample

TTRV

Boehm

Lang. Sample
& Prueba de
Expresidn
Oral
percepciOn
La Lengua
Espaiiola

)

Boehm

BSM

PEOPLE

PEOPLE

S/ELPS

S/ELPS

'Par t
Qu stion-
nai

Spanish 0.4
Sample

73
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Boehm Test f Basic Concepts. The Boehm is a screening

test for tie mastery of basic concepts. It was devisr

to assess, children in kindergarten through the second

grade in both English and SiAlish. The reliability

coefficients are reported to bb between the .80 to .89

range. The validity coefficient was .79 (Watson,

Groue,11, Heller, & Omark, 1981). r The concepts the

children knew and did 'not know were compiled pn a

summary sheet for the purposes of this study (see

Appendix E).

BilingUal_Syntax_Measure. The BSM assesses the child's

English and/or S nish grammatical structures by making

a

judgments about the .child's natural speech. AThe score,,.

on the English test will result in classifications of N9,

English, Receptive English, Survival English,

Intermediate English, and Proficient English. These
a.

\ levels for Spanish are No Spanish, ReCeptive Spanish,

Survival Spanish, 'Intermediate Spanish, and Proficient

Spanish.

The BSM has.been considered the most researched

language proficiency, instrument in the field (Omark,
4

1983). The norming group consisted of 1,572 children in

grades K-2 of varying etAicity, the largest of which
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was Mexidan.American(n=749). Construct and contnt

validities are rated as ,fair (Silverman, et al., *1978).

Levels I and II were used depending on the age of the

Children. Level I was for children up to nine while

Level II was used for ten year olds.

Home .Bilingual Usage Estimate. The HBUE is administered

leidterview form to the parents to measure language

.usage in the hibme. The score that is derived is used to

place the child in one of five categories: *(1). English

monoliinglnl; (2) English dominant;
.

(A appaient mondin-

/gual; (4) Spanish d minant; or (5) Spanish monolingual.

It can be administ ,to children in the elementary

school grades. The concurrent-validity coefficient is

.95. Tlle test /ret st reliability coefficient is .97.

The measurement validity of the instrument is considered

'to be fair (Silverman, et al./ 1978).

Kaufman Assessment Battery for_ Children. nie -R-ABC is't
an individually administered measure of intelligence and

achievement that was developed in.1983. *It has

incorporate4d educational, psychdillogical, and

neuropsychological research in its development.' This

initrument has also grown out of a need for. 'a less
-

biased intelligence test for minority children. The

test is appropriat

f-
for children between cth2 ages of two

1
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4 and a half through 12 1/2. The researcher has specifi

cally chosen this instrument since it appears to include

many innovations in` the field of testing whiciyother
rz

tests fail to consider. The test has a empted to

separate achievement-type questions in te intelligence
`kJ.-

section of thet/test. This test has been proposed to be

less biased toward minority chis)Aren. The researcher's'

0

own e4perience with this test supports the less biaseq-
k

nature.of the test since minority chtidren who have been'

tested with it performed better on the insttument than

on the WISC-R.

The norming sample included 2,000.children from 34

test sites in 24 states. The% sample was strat' ied

within each age group according to sex, g raphi

_region, socioeconomic status, race o nic group,

community size, and regular 'r special education

placements. 'Hispanic -children w proportionately

r'epresented in the norming sample.. The hispanic

children, were also drawn from parents of different

educational levels and from different geographic
,

regions.

Construct validity coefficients on the-Mental

Composite scores ranged between .49 to .63 includjn5,..a.31 N

the subtests across age levels. Internal consistency

coefficients for the achievement scale ranged from '-.69

76
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to .89 with a median of .82. The test-retest

reliability for "children between the ages of five to 12-

5 ranged from .82 t,p'.97 on all.the subtests.

Pruebas de. Expresicin. Oral' PercepciOn de. la Lengua.
Espafiola.'(PEOPLE)., The PEOPLE was developed

especially to assess language disorders in non-English

speaking or limited English-speaking Mexican American

children. The test is- administered in Spanish and must,

be administered by t bilingual examiner. It contains

five subtests that assess auditory sequential memory,

auditory association, encoding, story comprehension, and

sentence repetition. The assessment of these areas and

their relationship to fenguage disorders is well

documented by the test developer and is based o;.iound

langAge development research. The American Speech and
9

Hearing Aqsociation recommends this test for, the
.

agsesment of language disorders in Spanish-speaking

children between the ages of 6 and .10 (ASHA,-1983).

The test was normed on 674 Mexican American public'

school children from school districts in California.

Two hundred seventyix of those chidiren were classt-
;

Pied as non-English speakers and 30,wereclassified, as

limited English speakers. The reliability coefficients

on the different subtests ranged from .70 to .93.
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The Spanish/English Language Performance Screening
(S/ELPS). The Pictorial Test of Bilingualism and

Language Dominance was proposed to be used in the study

'because of its good technical qualities. At the time

tests were ordered, however, the PTBLD was out of print.

The search for a new language dominance instrument with

technical qualities that were equal or surpassed t1at of

the PTBLD led to the use of the S/ELS..

The S/ELPS was published in 1976. It was designed

***to assess the language dominance skills in Spanish and

English of Mexican American children in kindergarteri

through third grade. The authors include-the following

categories in its assessment (SEDL, 1976):
-

Category 1 - Spanish. The child speaks only Spanish
and little or no English.

Category 2 - Predominantly Spanish. The,,dhild
speaks Spanish as the,,stronger or dominant language
but can also communicate to a limited extent in
English.

Cati4gory 3 - Bilingual. The child speaks both
%Eng4lh and Spanish; the child may speak the
wo kanguages separately dt may blend both
an46'ges.

Category 4 'Predominantly English. The child
speaks English as the stronger or dominant
language-, but can also communicate to a
limited extent in Spanish.

Catepry 5 English. The child speaks only°
Engrish and little .or no Spanish.
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gory 0 Undetermined. The .S/ELPS does
t yield a sufficient sample of the child's

anguage on which to base a deteri-Mination of
which language is stronger. (15'..,11)

70

est-retest reliability is reported at r=1.0 for the

Spanish section and r=.86 foz the English pa'rt. The

test developers put the instrument through an extensive

process to validate their item selection. The questions

in English and Spanish'underwent a four-stage process to

determine face validity while taking intokaccount

cultural aspects.

Toronto Tests of Receptive. Vocabulary. The TTRV can be

used with English and Spanish-speaking children to

. determine proficiencies-in receptive vocabulary. It is

appropr-iate for children between the ages of four and

10. The norming sample consisted of 464 Anglo American

children, 432 English-speakingi Mexican Americans, and

380 Spanish- speaking Mexican American children. he

norming group was all drawn from Central .Texas. ASHA

11983) lists that the advantageNf the test are that:

(1) it yields better information than translated vocabu-

lary tests such as the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test;

(2) it is quqk to administer (10-20-minutes); (3) It

allows for change in the vocabulary for the picture; (4)

the test includes, practice items so that the task can b

taught before beginning to test;' (5) items can
ti

79
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repeated; and (6) a cutoff score is prOvided which

indicates that intervention is required. Some of the

disadvantages that are listed are: (1) that by itself

the test does not provide a great deal of diagnostic

'information; (2) the picture drawings are not as good as

they could be; (3) the test only includes 40 items; an(&,akei

(4) the instructions need to be given verbatim.

Parent ,Questionnaire of Language Functions. The ques

tionnaire .was,adapted from one suggested by Omark

(1981). Questions were reworded to make them less

complex for the parents and an additional part was added

that assesses the fre'qu'ency with which the languah

functions occur and the language that is used for each.

The questionnaire was translated into Spanish so that

the parents would have the option of having it adminis

tered in the language they felt most comfortable with:

(see Appendix F and G). Omark (1981) stresses the

importance of the use of this type of questionnaire

because it allowed for the 'examination of language in

the 11.e environment.

TeAvher Observation Checklist. The checklist (see

*Appendix H) was adapted from one developed by Omark

(1981). This checklist allowed for the evaluation of

the child's language functioning of communicative

80
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situations in the 'classroom as perceived by the teacher.

T e be cher was asked to check only those items that

apt, ie. to the child's use of language in the classroom

(see Appendix I).

Language Samples. Language samples in English and

Spanish were taken on all children by speech language
.,

pathologists. These samples asse ed
(
the child's Lan-

guage in a more natural situation. The speech language

pathologist attempted, to initiate language which has

not beep clearly measured by other instruments, by using

,J ley Brice Heath's notions that not all culturesPIA \

respond to spontaneous language situations-in the same

(Brice Heath, 1984). In her work 'with Mexican American

children she found that responding to 'a narrative or

talking about a picture (typical techniques used to

obtain a language sample) may not get much response from
v_

these children. Talking about social events and

friends are considered more appropriate methods to use

with Mexican American children. 1
In this study the speech language pathologist asked

the child to talk about a pleasant event with a friend

or family member. Tive.child was asked to talk about the

event first then was told to repeat the story in.English

and Spanish. Probes were used by the examiner as
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needed. The samples were recorded oti a tape recorder
.

and transcribed at a later time.

Prutting (1983)' states that the use of a language

sample to determine language proficiency is especially

important in the assessment of the bilingual child.
i

This type of evaluation allows for examination of

conversation as it' would normally occur among two

people. ASHA (1983) suggests that English nd Spanish
/

language samples are important parts of he language

evaluation of bilingual children especially since many

of the language tests developed for th se children are

technically poor and limited in their scope of language

use.

Data Analysis

The children's test scores were converted to

standard scores whenever possible in order for better

comparison's to be made across tests. This information

geared on a matrix (see Appendix J) so that the Expert

Reviewers and the Diagnostic Groups could see as muchtof
r

the information as possible at a glance.

A summary sheet of the student's raw scores," percentiles

and standard scores on each of the measures was also

enclosed (see Appendix K). Protocols and the other
.,..

information were submitted to the Expert Reviewers and
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to ali the Diagnostic Groups.
. A cover sheet

including 'some 'demogrmaphic, data on each child was
11.

submitted (see Appendix L). The Expert Reviewers 4nd

the Diagnostic Groups made ,decisions on each child:1V
e

'checking the category.they felt the child belonged in on

the' basis of the assessment data., These inclu d

categories of: (1) Language-Disordered; (2)
tl

Borderline/at risk; (3). glot Language Disordered -
( .

Apparent langUage problem; and (4) Not Language-

Disordered --Language difficulties associated with

second language acquisition prOcess (see Appendix M).

The Expert Reviewe1-S also made recommendati.ons'Aboutthe

data that they found to be most "useful in helping them

make their decisipns (sec Appendix N).
4

` A comparison was made between the EXPert Reviewers'

classifications of each chi between-the DiAgnostic

Grobps' classifications' anti among the` Expert, Reviewers

and Diagnostic4Groua. A'consittency Of agredregntwas

determined fqr each comparison by using the following
, I

r formula:

* NUmber of AgreementS

1

A

= Coefficieilt
4 . of Agreement'

-..
\Number of Agreement + 1

. Disagreements
. .

This formula is suggegted by, Borg & 'Gall (1979) to
s p

4".
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determine interobserver reliability in cases. in which a

number of individuals will make, judgments about sets of

data:
7

One-way analyse's of variance were perform on the

data with each of the 'three group categories as lev

of the independent' variable, and each of the measures as

the dependent variable. The dependent variables
s')" .

included the Boehm in English and Spanish, Bilingual
1

,

,.1 Syntax Measure in English and Spanish, Toronto Test of

Receptive Vocabi,b.lary in `English apd Spanish, the
2

1,.

subtests of the PEOPLE, the Teacher Checklist, and the
A

Parent. questionnaire.

A stepwise regyesSion analysis was also performed

on the late todetermine the predictive value, of the

assessment procedure in predicting. classroom language.

The stepwise regression is useful when you' want ,,.to
.

investigate which of many independent 'variables should

be included in the regresSion model. The stepwise
#

regression analysis. utilized the forward seledtion and

backward elimination process in choosing the variables

for the moael it considers (SAS, 1982). .

A-,aiscriminant analysis Was also performed on the,
assessment data of all 60 ipildren included in the

study; This analysis was wformed in an attempt to

statistically compare the classifications mide By this
4,

X84
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procedure with those made by the,Expert Re4riewers,and

the Diagnostic Groups., .Discriminant analysis is

deScribed in this manner by San,athanan (1975):

Discriminant analysis is a technique-that is
used to classify a bone as human or not ort't.he
basis of. several measurements., classifying a
patient into one of .several diagnostic
categories\on,the 'basis-of laboratory tests, s,

classifying a job applicant into ,one of
Several occupational groups bn the basis of
aptitude tests, or classifying a per-son as
a good or poor credit risk on thec.baSis of
age, ip.c-ome, length of 'time at present
addresS, etc. ('p.' 236).

'I

She continues to explain that in cases in which there

are. many variables to considex, discriminant

am'alysi.s is a very appropriate statistical procedure

because it considers the weighted combination of several

variables.' The researcher would nOt be able to classify

efficiently by looking at each 'individual variable since

many of them,might overlap.

In this study it yas

overlap in the variables that would be examined since

felt that there was an

'

they- were all .language tests, therefore, a discriminant

analysis was used. The three categories used for

analysis classifieaions were language disordered, did

not qualify, .and' not language disordered. The variables

'that,the analysis .examined'were the a'ssessment. measures..

.8 5 0.0
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS Mfl) DISCUSSION

4

This chapter will address each one of the research

questions. It includes: (1) the examination of the

differences on the assessment profiles of the three

groups of children on different types of data; (2) the,

consistency of agreement between the Diagnostii Groups

and the Expert Reviewers; (3') the 'results of the

Ldiscriminant analysisi (4) the results of the regression

C

analysis; (5) the findings on the Analysis of Variance;

(6) the examination f what types of information was

most useful in the identification process; and (7) the

determinatidn of whether. the assessment prodeduie was

valid and reliable.
It

i
<Research_ Question 1:. What are the differences, in.. the

assess ent..N.1:)s of those children with language

disorders,, the with_ language difficulties because of a

language difference, ar those. who, appear to not have

any problem witi language?

In response to this question sev ral data were

examiped: (1) rady sco es or those items that were

tallied such as those on the TeacherChecklist, Parent

Questionnaire, and the Bilingual Syntax Measure in

English and Spanish; (2) standard scores which included

41k 77

86.
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all other measures except the language samples; (3)''

-language dominance profiles on the basis
(

of.the

.different measures; and (4) the linguistic milestones as

reported by the parents. The three groups were compared

'according,to these data.

Raw `Score Data Profiles

Trie most -visible differences appeared y) exist

between te three groups in their performance on the

Bilingual Syntax Measure in Spanish (BSA). On this

test Group A'N mean score was 5t7 Group B received a

scot'e of 5.8, and Group C a 14:8: On the Bilingual

Syntax Measure-in English all three groups were clus-
.

tered between 11.65 and 12.95. On the Teacher3Cilecklist

Group A received a-mean of 5.7, Group )3 a 5.8, and Group

C a 6.9 The means for language functions of the groups

on the parent questionnaire reflected a mean clf,39.55

for Grpup A, 39.25 for Group B, and 41,50 for Group C

(see Figure 1).

Staiidaz4d Score: Profiled
/1/

=,.. °

The means .for Groups; A, B, and C were alsJ

compared on the assessment instruments,whose scores

could be converted to standard scores with a mean of 100

and a standard deviation of 15. .-Taking intoNccount
0/

that the standarp score convqrsions needed,to be viewed



Figure 1

Raw Score Data Profile
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with some caution due to possible differences in norming

groups a basis for common comparison needed to be

established.

Theperformitnce by the Groups on the Toronto Test

ofsReceptive Vocabularyin Spanish (TTRVS), the Auditory

Sequential MeMory (ISM), Sentence Repetition (SR), and

Encoding (E) subtetts of the PEOPLE Test show means in
:

.which Group Csooredrtke highgst, Group B was in the

middle range, and Group%A demonstrated the lowest means.
..'

t

On the TTRV in anish the mean score for GroUp A was

92, hat for Group,B was 101, and that of Grup C.was
02

, I ,

<-10 h Auditory Sequential \Memory .subtest scores-

resulted in group means of 87, 98, and,109 for Groups A,

B, and C, respectively. Sentence Repetition subte

scores demonstrated means of 72 for Group A, 87 for

Group h and' 91 for Group C.. On Encoding the mean\for

croup A was'56, that for.Group B was 86 aad for Group C

the mean 90 (see Figure 2).

Language Dominance Prof il,es

An important comparison between the tiiee groups is:
-

that'concerning language doMinance, especially, since.'

IP/language dominance could affect the other language ,pro-

ficiency measures.,, For this comparison the results of 't

the Home Bilingual Usage Estimate (HBIJE), Spanish!

89
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English Language Performance Screening S/ELPS),' and the-

LaN Ratings were analyzed.

All three ratings are- intended to provide a similar

indication of language dominance. However, the measures

.did not effectively do this., The HBUE best describes the

language dominance of the home. While it does indicate
. A

hat language the child is involved in most in the

ome, expressive and receptive abilities cannot be

judged. At best it describes language involvement by

the child which can be used as.a springboard for further

assessment of expressive and rective language abili- 4

ties in both languages.
4

S,ELPSdid'assess'the child's expressive and
.. 1

recesptive abilities in both Eng4A.s,h and Spanish. A

portion of the test, however, was-academic and children,

tended tqtansw'erthis portion of the test` in limited

Spanish on the Spanish section and elaborated English on

the English portion. This pattern -changed what would .

have been a Bilingual rating to Predominant English.

FortY-seven percent of the subjects h'ad Lau Rat2tigs

that were determined without language testing. ,'The Lau
0

rating was most often based on parent reporting of

`language use 4t home or on teacher observati'ons. -Often

-these ratings had been determined-at the time the .child

had entered school and had eever been changed eves
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through the language dominanat0r-oghe child had" changed

considerably., the majority of the cases for ali
0--

three groups there Was more agreement between the Lau

Ratings and the HBUE than the SitLPS and the other

-1-- 44tirlgs .
,..9 ;".9 1 .

-1", ,,

-..
Language dominance ratings of Group A.. Group Aconsisr

ted of. 20 Spanish /English bilingual children who had

been classified as language disordered in,ithe publi

schools: They were inA, B, or C level special educa-k>

tion 'language programs.
. -

In Group A, only one of the 20 subjects had
-

,language dominance data thatdemOnstrated consistent
4

information'about the child's dominance across the three

measures. Five of fhe children had ratings that were

consistent- on the HBUE and the'S/ELP$.: Seven ratings on
0

the HBUE and Lau classification were in agreement,(see

Table 14).

e
If the data are analyzed separately for each rating

'measure for Group A, .th /results of the HBUE would

indicate: that 50% of the children were-Spanish Dominant

dr Spanish Monolingual, 40% of th-e- children would be

considered English dominant, and 10%_ would be 'considered

Apparent Bilingual;". On. the S/ELPS,., the highest
.

percentage of Group. A would be considered Predominant

92
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Table 14

COnsistency Across Language Dominance4atings

on Different Measures

for Group A

Child # IHBUE S/ELPS LAU Rating

,

1 Spanish Dominant * Predominant English B
2 Spanish Dominant * Predominant English B
5 _Spanish Dominant Predominant Spanish A
6 English Dominant Predominant English' ** C
7 English Dominant English Monolingual
8 . Spanish Dominant * Bilingual 11

20 English 'Dominant" Predominant English **
E4

21 $pansih Dominant Predoryinant English
22 Epglish Dominant Preddminant English ** C
23 ,Apparedt Bilingual * Predominamt English
24

\r'
Spanish Dominant Predominant English

25 English Dominant Bilingaul A
26 English Dominant Predominant English * *
27 Spanish Dominant Bilingual A
28 Spanish Dominant '' Predominant English A
29 English Dominant English Monolingual
30 English Dominant English Monolingual
31 Spanish Mpnolingual * Predominant English A
52 Apparent Bilingual * Bilingual ** C * * *.

55 Spanish Dominant *, Bilingual A
t).

aa,

* - HBUE & hau,Ratings HBUE & S/ELPS" *** All three ratings
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Table 15

Percentage of Ratings

on Different Measures

for Group A

HBUE
_1*

S/ELPS. LAU

Spanish Dominant - 50%
Spanish Monolingual

Predominant
Spanish

- 5%

English DoMinant - 40% Predominant English_-. 70%

Apparent Bilingual:- 10% Bilingual - 25%

Spanish Only 30%

Spanish Dominant 20%

...-.

Bilingual . 50%

* .,.

. English Dominant - 0%

:, 1

S

95 96
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English. The analysis of Lau Ratings indicated that the

highest percentage of the group were Bilingual (see

Table 15). i

In Group A, it appears that the largest percentage

of the children come from homes in which Spanish is

spoken predominantly. In some homes English and Spanish

are spoken, however, English is spoken with greater

frequency. On a language performance measure, the

majority of children appeared to be more proficient in

English.

language_._ dominance. ratinc1s__oiGrou_2_11. Grotp B was

composed of 20 Spanish/English bilingual children who

had been referred for a special education and language

assessment but had not qualified for placement.

In Group B, three of the subjects had language

dominance data that were consistent across the HBUE,

S/ELPS, and the Lau Ratings. Two of the 20 subjects

also had HBUE and S/ELPS ratings that were consistent.

Eight ratings were consistent on the HBUE and Lau

Ratings (see Table 16).

The results of the HBUE and the Lau Ratings

indicated that the highest percentage of the group is

Spanish Monolingual or Spanish Dominant. The S/ELPS

does not concur with HBUE and Lau Ratings. In the

97
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S/ELPS the highest percentages of children are

Predominantly English or English Monolingual and
Bilingual. The datd indicate that the majority of the

children come from homes in which Spanish is spoken

predominantly. In a sma'ler percentage of homes Spanish

and English is spoken with approximately the same
frequency. A large percentage of the children spoke

both English and Spanish on a language performance

measure assessing dominance (see Table 17).

Language dominance_ ratings_ of Group C. Group C consis-

ted of 20 Spanish/English bilingual children who were

progressing normally in school and whose language

appeared to be normal. They were acquiring English as a

second language.

In Group C one of the subjects had a language

dominance rating that was consistent on the HBUE,

S/ELPS, and the Lau Ratings. Four of the subjects'

ratings were consistent on the HBUE and there was

agreement for six of the subjects on the HBUE and Lau

rating (see Thole 18). As is demonstrated in Table 19,

the highest percentage of children in Group C are

Spanish dominant or Spanish monolingual across all three

measures. The lowest percentage reflected on the HBUE

is English Dominant. On the S/ELPS and the Lau

98



Table 16

Consistency Across Language Dominance Ratings

on Different Measures

for Group B

Child # HBUE S/ELPS LAU

3 Spanish Monolingual * Bilingual A
4 Spanish Dominant * Predominant Spanish ** B ***
9 Spanish Monolingual * Predominant Spanish A ***

10 Apparent Bilingual * Predominant English C
11 Spanish Monolingual Bilingual B
12 Spanish Dominant Predominant English C
13 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
14 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
15 Spanish Dominant Bilingual A
18 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
19 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
35 Spanish Monolingual English C
36 Spanish Monolingual Predominant Spanish B
37 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
38 Spanish Dominant * Predominant Spanish ** B ***
39 Spanish Monolingual * English A
49 Apparent Bilingual * English C
54 Apparent Bilingual English B
59 Spanish Dominant * English B
60 Spanish Monolingual Bilingual 1311111.1.=14

* - HBUE

99

** - HBUE & S/ELPS *** - A11 three ratings
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Table 17

Percentages of Ratings

on Different Measures

1SEJIMP B

HBUE S/ELPS LAU

Spanish Dominant Predominant Spanish - 20% Spanish Only - 55%
Spanish Monolingual - 85% Spanish Monolingual Spanish Dominant

English Dominant - 0% Predominant English - 40% English Dominant - 0%
English Monolingival

Apparent Bilingual - 15% Bilingual - 40% Bilingual - 45%

101
102
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Ratings, the lowest distribution appears to be in the
Bilingual Category. On the basis of the language
dominance ratings what can be said about Group C is that
the majority of them come from homes in which Spanish
was spoken predominantly. In some homes Spanish and
English were spoken with approximate frequency. A large
percentage of the children in Group C appeared to feel
quite comfortable in expressing themselves in English
while some seemed to feel comfortable using both English
and Spanish. A small percentage performed predominantly
in Spanish on an academic task assessing language
dominance.

Comparisons, of, Groups A, B, and C. In the comparison of
the three groups, some general inferences that can be
drawn are that the majority of the children in all three
groups came from homes in which Spanish is the predom-
inant language. In the three groups the highest percen-
tage of ratings on the S/ELPS reflected a more English
Dominant/English Monolingual proportion of speakers than
Spanish Dominant/Spanish Monolingual or Bilingual. This
is not surprising since the portion of the test in which
the children could use elaborative speech was school-
related. The children were required to describe what is
common to a school situation, thus children may feel



Table 18

Consistency, Across Language Dominance Ratings

on Different Measures

for Group C

Child # IIBUE S/ELPS LAU

16 Spanish Dominant * Predominant English B
17 Spanish Dominant * Predominant English B
32 Spanish Dominant Bilingual A
33 Apparent Bilingual Bilingual ** A
34 Spanish Dominant * Predominant English B
40 Apparent Bilingual Predominant English
41 Apparent Bilingual Bilingual ** B
42 Spanish Dominant Prodominant English A
43 Spanish Dominant Bilingual A
44 Spanish Dominant Spanish Monolingual ** A ***
45 Spanish Dominant Predominant Spanish ** A
46 Appar-,nt Bilingual English Monolingual B
47 Spanish Monolingual * Predominant Spanish A
48 Spanish Dominant Predominan'c English A
50 Spanish Dominant * English Monolingual B
51 Spanish Dominant Bilingual C
53 Spanish Dominant Spanish Monolingual A
56 Spanish Dominant * Predominant Spanish A
57 Spanish Dominant Predominant English A
58 Spanish Dominant Bilingual A

* - ME & Lau Rating ** - HBUE & S/ELPS *** - All three ratings
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Table 19

Percentages. of Ratings

on Different Measures

for Group. C

I1BUE S/ELPS LAU

Spanish Dominant & - 80%
Spanish Monolingual

English Dominant

Predominant Spanish & - 25%
Spanish Monolingual

- 0% Predominant English & - 45%
English Monolingual

Apparent Bilingual - 20% Bilingual - 30%

Spanish Only - 60%

Spanish Dominant - 30%

Bilingual - 5%

No Rating - 5%

107
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more comfortable using their school language.

Generally, the smallest proportions of ratings across

the three measures related to the number of bilinguals

in the groups. The types of measurement used for the

ratings were likely the reason for this. Yn most homes

one language is spoken more frequently than the other,

therefore it would be difficult to obtain a rating.of

Bilingual from the Lau procedure or the HBUE. Since

balanced bilinguals are rare (Beatens Beardsmore, 1982),

most children would not receive a Bilingual rating on

the S/ELPS. Also most of the children had been

attending school for two-three years in which learning

English was a focus in their curriculum at one point or

another. Research on bilingualism indicates that native

language loss occurs and the second language can begin

to supercede the primary language (Valdefs, 1982). Such

may have been the case in the discrepancies indicated by

the S/ELPS and those of the HBUE and Lau Ratings.

The difficulty in obtaining an adequate assessment

of language dominance is borne out by this study. Three

indicators of language dominance were used to obtain a

clearer picture of the child as well as group language

dominance distinctions. Rather than providing insight,

the use of the three indicators led to greater

confusion. Other than the gross generalizations made
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here about group differences, there appears to be little

insight into the language dominance across groups or on

an individual basis.,

Language. Milestones_ as Reported by. Parents

Several questions about the children's language

were asked on the parent questionnaire. Questions about

the age at wthich the children spoke their first words,

the age at which they spoke in sentences, and the first

words that were spoken were among the questions. In

asking these questions, the researcher was attempting to

examine whether there were differences in the language

development of the children in the three areas examined,

i.e., age at which the first words were spokn, age at

which sentences were spoken, and the first words that

were said.

Group A's first spoken words were in Spanish and

the first words spoken were usually mama and papa. The

mean age at which speech was initiated was one year and

five months. The mean age for speaking in sentences

was two years and six months. Table 20 includes the age

of the first words, the words spoken, and the age at

which the first sentences were spoken for each child in

the Group.
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The data obtained through the Parent Questionnaire

indicates that the mean age at which the children in

Group B began speakibg their first words was two years

and three months. The average age at which the group

spoke in sentences was two years and six months. As

illustrated on Table 21, both English and Spanish words

were spoken by this group of children.

The mean age at which the children in Group C

started speaking words was 10 months. Sentences were

spoken at a mean age of two years. The majority of the

children spoke Spanish words first, however, there were

some that spoke English and Spanish according to parent

reports (see Table 22).

These data indicates that there were some

differences in which the milestones that were examined

were achieved (see Table 23). Group C spoke words and

sentences earlier than the other two groups. Group B

appeared to be even more delayed in their speech than

Group A according to this data. It is not known why

this occurred. It can be assumed either that the data

are correct and the children did indeed begin speaking

at a later age then Group A who was supposed to have

been the disordered Group or that Group A's and C's

parents were more accurate in their recall of the actual

ages than Group B.
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Table 20

Lan ua e Characteristics of Group A

Child 4 Age Spoke in Words Words Spoken Age Spoke in Sentences

1 3 yrs.
.

mama, papa 3 yrs. 6 mos.
2 2 yrs. 6 mos. mira, mami 5 yrs.
5 1 yr. 3 mos. mama 3 yrs.
6 1 yr. mama, aqua, teta 2 yrs.
7 1 yr. mama 4 yrs.
8 5 yrs. mama 2 yrs.

20 1 yr. tata 2 yrs.
21 2 yrs. mama, papa, water, bottle 2 yrs. 6 mos.
22 1 yr. mama, papa, no 2 yrs.
23 9 mos. mama, papa 1 yr.
24 1 yr. papa, teta, aqua, mama 1 yr. 6 mos.
25 1 yr. tata 2 yrs.
26 9 mos. mama 2 yrs.
27 1 yr. mama, papa 1 yr. 6 mos.
28 1 yr. 5 mos. mama, aqua 3 yrs.
29 2 yrs. aqua, 4 yrs.
30 1 yr. mama 3 yrs.
31 1 yr. mama, papa, ague, dame 1 yr. 6 mos.
52 6 mos. papa, mama, bottle 1 yr.
55 1 yr. mama, papa 4 yrs. 6 mos.



Table 21

Language, Characteristics_of Group B

Child # Age Spoke in Words Words Spoken Age Spoke in Sentences

3 1 yr. 9 mos. bottle, mama, papa, milk 2 yrs. 6 mos.
4 3 yrs. mama, papa 5 yrs.
9 i yr. 6 mos. mama, papa 2 yrs.

10 1 yr. papa, mama 2 yrs.
11 1 yr. papa, mama, aqua 1 yr. 6 mos.
12 1 yr. 2 mos. 2 yrs.
13 2 yrs. water, bottle, mama, papa 2 yrs. 6 mos.
14 9 mos. mama, papa 1 yr. 6 mos.
15 1 yr. 6 mos. paiDS 1 yr. 6 mos.
18 1 yr. 6 mos. mama, bottle, daddy 3 yrs.
19 1 yr. papa 1 yr. 6 mos.
35 1 yr. 5 mos. mama, papa, 2 yrs.
36 1 yr. 6 mos. papa, mama 2 yrs.
37 6 mos. mama, papa 1 yr. 6 mos.
38 10 mos. mama, papa 1 yr.
39 1 yr. 2 mos. papa, mama, aqua 2 yrs.
49
54

8 mos.
1 yr. 1 mo.

pan,
.

mama, papa
1 yr.
2 yrs.

6 mos.
3 mos.

59 10 mos. water, mama, pap, 2 yrs.
60 2 yrs. bottle, papa, mama 3 yrs.
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Table 22

Language Characteristics of Group .0

Child # Age Spoke in Words Words Spoken Age Spoke in Sentences

16 9 mos. mama, pap 2 yrs.
17 1 yr. 6 mos. mama 2 yrs.
32 9 mos. aqua, gata 1 yr. 4 mos.
33 1 yr. 6 mos. Gaby, Lucy, daddy, mommy 3 yrs. 4 mos.
34 1 yr. 6 mos. bottler mama, papa 2 yrs.
40 4 mos. ma 7 yrs.
41 1 yr. mama, papg 2 yrs.
42 9 mos. mama, papa 1 yr. 6 mos.
43 6 mos. mama 1 yr. 2 mos.
44 11 mos. pampers, mama, daddy 2 yrs.
45 9 mos. Oscar 1 yr. 6 mos.
46 9 mos. teta, mama, tata 1 yr. 6 mos.
47 1 yr. 6 mos. papa, mama 2 yrs.
48 1 yr. mama 2 yrs. 6 mos.
50 8 mos. teta 1 yr. 6 mos.
51 1 yr. papa 2 yrs.
53 1 yr. 4 mos.
56 10 mos. comida, mama, papl 1 yr.
57 9 mos. comida, mama, papa 1 yr.
58 mama, papa 2 yrs.
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In summary, Group C had higher mean scores, Group

B's means were in the middle range, and Group A

demonstrated the loWest means on the BSMS, TTRVS, and

the PEOPLE subtests of Auditory Sequential Memory,

Sentence Repetition, and Encoding. Language dominance

profiles indicate that a low percentage of the children

in each group had consistent ratings on all three

language dominance measures. Generally, the ratings

were extremely inconsistent. On the language milestones

reported by the parents Group C reached the milestones

examined at an earlier age than Groups A and B. Group B

reached those milestones later than Group A. This

discrepancy could not be explained given the nature of

the Groups.

Research. Question.. 2:. Will..there..be at least...90_ percent

agreement, between, the.. Diagnostic_ .Groups and. Expert_ Re-

viewers_ as..to_ which children, are language, disordered, and

those who .are. not?

In order to answer the question of whether there

was agreement between the Diagnostic Groups and Expert

Reviewers it became necessary to first examine the

philosophical perspectives of the Experts, secondly to

examine agreement among the Expert Reviewers, then to

examine agreement among the Diagnostic Groups and
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Table 23

Comparison of Group. Language Milestones

Ileortedits

Age -Words
Spoken

Age Sentences
Spoken

Group A

Group B

Group C

1 yr. 3 mos.

2 yrs. 3 mos.

10 mos.

2 yrs. 6 mos.

2 yrs. 6 mos.

2 yrs.
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finally to examine the agreement between the Diagnostic

Groups and Expert Reviewers.

Philosophical perspectives. of. Expert Reviewers on the
language assessment. of. bilinguals. A great deal of

emphasis was placed on the classifications made by the

Expert Reviewers because of their experience and

knowledge in the language assessment of bilingual

children. They were to review the data on the 60

children and determine whether they were: (1) Not

Language Disordered; (2) Borderline/at risk; (3) Not

Language Disordered - No Apparent Language Problem; or

(4) Not Language Disordered - Second Language Acquisi-

tion Problems. They were also to make recommendations

about the data which they found to be most useful in

helping them reach their decisions on the classifica-

tions.

In order to get an idea of the philosophical

perspectives from which the Expert Reviewers would be

basing their decisions, the questionnaire developed by

the Bilingual Language Learning System (BLLS) was

administered to them. Five of the Expert Reviewers

responded to 97% or more of the questions with responses

acceptable by the Bilingual Language Learning System

training.
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Generally, the Expert Reviewers had similar views

and agreed on the essential aspects of the bilingual

language assessment process. There was some

disagreement as to whether the child should be tested in

the second language after passing the screening in the

primary language or whether the child automatically

passes the screening. Some disagreement also occurred

concerning how English scores should be used (see Table

24). Table 25 demonstrates that a large percentage of

Reviewers agreed on some general priniciples of dual

language development. In Table 26 it is demonstrated

that the Experts agreed on the limitiations of discrete

tests. Only 50% of the Experts felt that discrete tests

were culturally biased. It is the researcher's

opinion are that the Expert Reviewers were generally

extremely knowledgeable about the assessment of bilin-

gual children. Their experiences, training, and

professions also added to the high caliber of expertise

that they demonstrated.
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Table 24

Expert Perspective on Bilingual Language Assessment

% Agreeing

Results of evaluating the Spanish-English 100%
child's speech and language are influenced
heavily by the examiner.

A translated test is not suitable for
administering to individuals who speak
the translated language.

100%

The bilingual Hispanic child should 83%
be assessed in both Spanish and English.

Public law 94-142 does not mandate that each 100%
child be tested in the language which the
child uses in school.

Three alternative settings to the
clinical setting for assessing the
Spanish/English child included, home,
classroom, playground.

If the child passes the speech-language
screening in the dominant language he
must be screened in the second language.

If the child passes the speech-language
screening in the dominant language he
automatically passes.

100%

60%

60%

Scores obtained in English can be used 60%with caution.

Scores obtained in English cannot and 60%
should not be used.
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Table 25

Expert Perspectives

on Second Language Acquisition

In Children acquiring two languages one
language does not always develops ahead of
the other language.

%Agreeing

83%

The bilingual child's language abilities may 100%
differ according to his/her immediate
environment.

Table 26

Expert Views on Problems

with Discrete Tests

% Agreein%

Give a very limited view of language. 100%

Norming can be inappropriate. 83%

They are culturally biased. 60%

Do not examine natural communicative 83%
abilities.

Do not take in consideration language
charachertistics specific to some
language children i.e., dialect,
code switching, etc.

83%



Table 27

Number of Children Classified in Each Category by Expert Reviewers

ND -CD-L B/AR
NCD-L

NP
NCD-L
SLAP

Expert Reviewer I 0 8 41 0
_ 11

Expert Reviewer II 3 15 28 11 3

Expert Reviewer III 0 14 21 18 7

Expert Reviewer IV 20 0 0 10 30

Expert Reviewer V 0 7 11 11 31

ND: Could not make decision on basis of data
CD-L: Language Disordered
B/AR: Borderline/at Risk
NCD -L /NP: Not Language Disordered--No Language Problem
NCD -L /SLAP: Not Language Disordered/Second Language Acquistion Problem
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Agreement among Expert Reviewers. Table 27 illustrates

the number of children classified in each category by

the five Experts. Consistency was lacking in the num-

ber identified per categorization. There was no unani-

mous agreement by the five Expert Reviewers on 90% of

all cases they reviewed. In fact, their classifications

of the subjects varied considerably. In order to deter-

mine whether there was any agreement among the Experts

the highest number of agreement was analyzed. This

involved determining the coefficient of agreement among

at least three Experts on the classification of each of

the sixty children. The coefficient of agreement was

.55 in this analysis.

When agreement among three Experts on whether

children were Language Disordered, Borderline/at Risk

and Not Language Disordered - No Language Problem was

examined, a coefficient of agreement of .58 resulted.

Under the Not Language Disordered category there were

two classifications i.e., Not Language Disordered No

Language Problem and Not Language Disordered - Second

Language Acquisition Problems. In the category of Not

Language Disordered, including both classifications,

there was 5% agreement among the Experts. They

disagreed, however, about whether there were problems
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which were related to second language acquisition or

whether there was no problem present.

When the coeffidient of agreement among two Experts

per child was determined, the coefficient was .98. This

is misleading, however, since agreement among Experts

existed for two separate categories for 41% of the

children. When this is taken into consideration, a

coefficient cf agreement of .57 resulted in cases in

which two Experts agreed on a single category and a

separate classification did not exist among two other

Experts.

Agreement among Diagnostic Groups. Table 28 demon-

strates that there was some consistency in the number of

children classified in each category, especially in the

CD-L and NCD-L/SLAP categories. There were differences

in the classifications among the Diagnostic Groups when

compared with those made by the Expert Reviewers. The

coefficient of agreement for a unanimous decision in the

classification of the children was .38. This included

the agreement on the two Not Language Disordered

Categories, i.e., Not Language Disordered/No Language

Problem and Not Language Disordered Second Language

Acquisition problems. When only three categories: Lan-

guage Disordered; Borderline/At Risk; and Not Language



Table 28

Number of Children Classified in, Each

Category, by. Three. Diagnostic Groups

ND
NCD-L NCD-L

CD-L B/AR NP SLAP

Group 1 1 6 6 31 16

Group 2 1 7 13 23 16

Group 3 11 4 4 20 20

ND: Could not make decision on basis of data
CD-L: Language Disordered
B/AR: Borderline/at Risk
NCD-L/NP: Not Language Disordered--No Language Problem
NCD-L/SLAP: Not Language Disordered/Second Language Acquisition Problem
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Disordered are considered, the coefficient of agreement

was .63. In 15% of these cases there existed a discre-

pancy in agreement as to whether children who were not

language-disordered did not demonstrate any language

difficulties or whether they demonstrated language

difficulties associated with a second language acquisi-

tion process. The coefficient of agreement among two

out of the three Diagnostic Groups in the categories was

.83.

Comparison of agreement. between. Diagnostic Groups and
Expert. Reviewers. The coefficient of agreement between

the Expert Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups was deter-

mined by analyzing majority consensus on the classifica-

tions made among the Experts and among the Diagnostic

Groups as separate groups. When the consensus classifi-

cation between both groups was the same, it was deter-

mined that both groups were in agreement about a common

classification (see Table 29). The coefficient of

agreement between the Expert Reviewers and the Diagnos-

tic Groups dr this type of analysis was .22.

There was a gieater coefficient of agreement among

the 3 Diagnostic Groups than among the Expert

Reviewers. The Expert Reviewers did not have any
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Table 29

Majority Decisions By Expert. Reviewers and,Diagnostic GrmEach Case

Child #
Diagnostic

Groups
Expert

Reviewers Child
Diagnostic

# Groups
Expert

Reviewers

1 CD-L CD-L * 16 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP
2 NC CD-L 17 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP *
3 NCD-L/SLAP NC 18 NC

_
NC

4 NCD-L/NP NC 19 NCD-L/NP NC
5 NCD-L/SLAP NC 20 NC B/AR
6 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP * 21 NCD-L/NP B/AR
7 NC NC 22 CD-L CD-L *
8 NCD-L/NP NC 23 NCD-L/NP NC
9 NCD-L/SLAP NC 24 NCD-L/SLAP NC

10 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP 25 NC B/AR
11 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP * 26 NCD-L/NP B/AR
12 NC B/AR 27 B/AR NC
13 NCD-L/NP NC 28 NCD - -L /SLAP NC
14 NCD-L/SLAP NC 29 NC CD-L
15 NCD-L/SLAP B/AR 30 B/AR NC

*Consensus between Groups and Experts NC: No Consensus by Majority
CD-L: Language Disordered ND: No Decision
B/AR: Borderline/at Risk
NCD-L/NP: Not Language Disorder--No Language Problem
NCD-L/SLAP: Not Language Disordered/Second Language Acquisition Problem
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Table 29

Consensus amd. Expert Reviewers and

Diagnostic. Groups-- continued

Child #
Diagnostic
Groups

Expert
Reviewers Child #

Diagnostic
Groups

Expert
Reviewers

31 NC B/AR 46 B/AR -NC
32 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP * 47 NCD-L/SLAP NC
33 NCD-L/SLAP NC 48 B/AR NC
34 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP * 49 NC NC35 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP * 50 NCD-L/SLAP B/AR36 NCD-L/NP NC 51 NCD-L/SLAP B/AR37 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP 52 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP *38 NC NC 53 B/AR NC
39 NCD-L/SLAP B/AR 54 NCD-L/NP B/AR40 ND B/AR 55 NC CD-L41 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP * 56 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP *42 CD-L NC 57 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/NP *43 NCD-L/NP NC 58 CD NC
44 NC B/AR 59 NCD-L/SLAP NC
45 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP * 60 NCD-L/SLAP BAR

*Consensus between Groups and Experts NC: No Consensus
CD-L: Language Disordered ND: No Decision
B/AR: Borderline/at Risk
NCD-L/NP: Not Language Disordered--No Language Problem
NCD-L/SLAP: Not Language Disordered/Second Language Acquisition Problem
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unanimous agreement on any classification while the

coefficient of agreement among Diagnostic Groups on

unanimous decisions was .38. When a majority consensus

on decisions among the separate groups is analyzed the

Expert Reviewers had a coefficient of agreement of .55

while that of the Diagnostic Groups was .83.

When agreement coefficients are figured among the

Expert Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups, the coefficient

was .22. On the basis of these data there was less than

90% agreement between the Diagnostic Groups .!Id the

Expert Reviewers on the classifications of the children.

There was also less than 90% agreement among the

Diagnostic Groups nor was there 90% agreement among the

Expert Reviewers.

When the classifications in which there was

agreement between the Expert Reviewers and the

Diagnostic Groups are compared with the school

classifications, the coefficient of agreement by all

three was .17. There was agreement between Expert

Reviewers, the Diagnostic Groups, and the schools in

only 17% of the total 60 cases (see Table 30). This

points to some very serious problems in the issue of

identifying Spanish/English bilingual children with

language disorders. If the children labelled as

language disordered demonstrate pathological language



Table 30

Classification, by School. on Children

with Classification Majority Decisions. by

Expert. Reviewers and. Diagnostic Groups

Child
Diagnostic Groups & School

# Expert Reviewers' Majority Decisions Classificationd

1 CD-L CD-L *
6 NCD-L/NP CD-L

11 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP *
17 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
22 CD-L CD-L *
32 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
34 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP or. NP *35 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
41 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
45 NCD-L/SLAP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
52 NCD-L/NP CD-L
56 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *
57 NCD-L/NP NCD-L/SLAP or NP *

CD-L: Language Disordered
NCD-L/NP: Not Language Disordered No Language Problem
NCD-L/SLAP: Not Language Disordered/Second Language Acquisition Problems
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behavior would there not be less discrepancy in the

agreement by those who serve these children? The con-

clusions that can drawn on the basis of the lack of

consensus between the Diagnostic Groups and Expert

Reviewers are that: (1) differences in philosophical

perspectives could have led to a lack of consensus; (2)

the test battery may have been unfamiliar to some

individuals and could have added to the differences in

interpretation; (3) the test battery may also be faulty

and may not discriminate well enough to provide insight

into the language skills of the children included in the

study; and (4) the nature of the differences in the

levels of language development and bilingualism

made the task of distingushing the language disordered

from the non-language disordered a most difficult task.

In addition, Diagnostic Groups appeared to be in

more agreement over the classifications than -.he Expert

Reviewers. This may have been due to the fact that the

Diagnostic Groups made decisions on a group basis,

whereas the Expert Reviewers were making individual

decisions. It seems that the Expert decisions should

have demonstrated more agreement since their experience

and knowledge was greater than that of the Diagnostic

Groups. The Diagnostic Groups had the advantage of

working in the school districts from which the children
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were drawn. They were more aware than the Experts,

about the dialectal differences and the general language

functioning of the pdpulation. The literature indicates

that becoming familiar with the language community of

the child can lead to better decision-making in a lan-

guage evaluation process (Mattes & Omark, 1984). It is

the researchers view that the Diagnostic Groups'

knowledge of the children's language community indeed

played a big role in their more consistent decisions.

This seems to indicate that a less experienced and

knowledgeable group of diagnosticians can make more

consistent classifications of children on the basis that

they know the children and are somewhat familiar with

the child's language community.

Research Question 3: Will the discriminant analysis

match ,child classification categories, indicated by_ the

Experts or by the child's initial categorization?

A discriminant analysis was performed on all 60

cases taking into account all of the evaluation data

except the language samples in both languages. The

language samples were excluded due to the inappropriate-

ness of attempting to quantify them. Another reason for

excluding the language sample was that some children did

not give a sample in both languages. In cases in which
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the child was monolingual in one language or the other a

sample in the secondilanguage could not be obtained.

The discriminant analysis results classified all

but one of the 60 cases in the same categories

established initially.

The basic underlying principle of the discriminant

analysis is to determine from which of the groups each

individual could have randomly been drawn given a set of

observations (Tatsouka, 1975). The classifications made

on the basis of the discriminant analysis indicate that

the majority of the children had assessment data that

was most like that of the other children in the group

into which they had initially been categorized. Only

one child in Group A had a set of observations that

resembled those of Group C. We can state that this

particular child was misclassified on the basis of the

observations included in the analysis. Table 31 indi

cates the number and percentages of children from each

class which were classified across classes. It demon

strates that one child from A was placed in Group C or

that one of the children in the language disordered

group actually belonged in the comparison group.

The discriminant analysis did not agree with the

classifications of the 60 children made by the Expert
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Reviewers. The weighting of the observations did appear

to distinguish between the different groups.

Table 31

Number. of.Observations.and Percents

Classified into. Groups A,.B, and C

by Discriminant. Analysis

To Class

A B C Total

From Class

19 0 1 20

A 95.00 0.00 5.00 100.00

0 20 0 20

B 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00

0 0 20 20

C 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00

Total 19 20 21 60

Percent 31.67 33.33 35.00 100.00
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Research Question 4: Can the assessment data predict

classroom language performance?

A stepwise regression analysis was used to

determine which variable in amodel would be

statistically significant in predicting classroom

language as measured by the Teacher Checklist. A total

of sixteen variables were analyzed. This included the

Spanish/English Language Performance Screening (S/ELPS)

Spanish and English scores, Home Bilingual Usage Esti-

mate (HBUE) Spanish and English scores, Bilingual Syntax

Measure in English (BSME), Bilingual Syntax. Measure in

Spanish (BSMS), Boehm in English (BE), Boehm in Spanish

(BS), Toronto Test of Receptive Vocabulary in English

(TTRVE), Toronto Test of Receptive Vocabulary in Spanish

(TTRVS), Auditory Sequential Memory (ASM), Auditory

Association (AA), Sentence Repeition (SR), Story Compre-

hension (SC), Encoding (E), and the Parent Question-

naire. Again, the language samples were not included in

this analysis because of problems in quantifying them.

A single test, the TTRVS, proved to be statistically

significant (F = 13.33, p < .05) in predicting classroom

language. The TTRVS accounted for 18% of the variance

in classroom language. The most effective m)del in

predicting classroom language included the BE and the
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TTRVS (F = 8.70, p < .05). This model accounted for 23%
of the variance in classroom language as measured by the
Teacher Checklist.

The findings of this analysis are not particularly
surprising since the most effective predictive model
assesses areas of language tha. t would be most likely to
coincide with classroom requirements. The Boehm in
English assesses knowledge of concepts and the ability
to follow instructions. The TTRVS examines knowledge of

Spanish vocabulary which could aid the child in
transferring that knowledge into the acquisition of
English vocabulary.

Research. Question .5:. Are, there..statistically. signif
cant differences between the_ three groups of children
included. in. the study .on. the, basis. of the assessment
data?

One-way analyses of variance were performed with
the three groups as three levels of the independent
variable and each of the different assessment measures
as the dependent variable. The results of the analyses
yielded a statistically significant difference between

Groups A, B, and C on the Bilingual Syntax Measure- -

Spanish (BSMS), and all the subtests of the PEOPLE,

i.e., Auditory Sequential Memory (ASM), Auditory
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Association (AA), Sentence Repetition (SR), Story Com-

prehensive (SC;, and Encoding (E).

On the BSMS, the differences were significant at

the p < .01 level. A Newman-Keuls analysis yielded

results that indicated that Group C was statistically

significant from Groups A and B on the BSMS.

On the subtests of the PEOPLE test Group

differences were also statistically significant at the p

< .01 level on ASM, AA, SR, SC, and E. On all of the of

the subtests Group C was statistically different from

Groups A and B. Statistically significant differences

between Groups A and B did not occur on any of the

Newman-Keuls analyses per assessment measure.

Statistically significant differences between the

Groups were not present on the Toronto Test of Receptive

Vocabulary in English and Spanish (TTRVE and TTRVS), the

Bilingual Syntax Measure in English (BSME), the Boehm in

English or Spanish (BE and BS) or the Teacher Checklist

(TC) and Parent Questionnaire (PQ).

The results of the ANOVA imply that on the

Bilingual Syntax Measure in Spanish, Auditory Sequential

Memory, Auditory Association, Sentence Repetition, Story

Comprehension, and Encoding tests and subtests,

differences greater than those expected by chance exist

between Groups A, B, and C. The assumptions made are
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that on these measures the mean scores discriminate

between the three groups and that for populations

similar to those included in the study these measures

could discriminate. However, Group differences may be

due to differences in language dominance which are

difficult to determine on the language dominance

measures.

Research Question. 6:.. What, types, of. information are. most

useful in the identification process?

The Expert Reviewers were given a Recommendation

sheet on which they were to indicate which instruments

they felt were most useful in helping them make their

decisions (see Appendix N). They were also to make

recommendations about other types of information they

would have liked to have seen included or expanded on.

The Expert Reviewers were unanimous in their

recommendation that only by using all of the data

together could effective decisions be made in classi-

fying the children. Two people indicated that the lan-

guage samples were very important information. If the

language sample was missing on a particular child they

were "at a loss" in their decision-making. It appears

that despite the fact that language samples were

missing at times and only a sample in one language could
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Table 32

ANOVA Comparisons of

Groups. At.B, and. C on

Different. Measures

Source SS MS F (df=2,57)

BSME 19 9 .46

BSMS 498 249 13.34**

BE 1795 898 2.16

BS 1066 533 2.31

TTRVE 541 271 1.07

TTRVS 1117 559 2.85

ASM 4864 2432 5.20**

AA 21817 10908 19.37**

SR 4143 2071 5.95**

SC 6185 3093 6.38**

E 13745 6872 13.06**

TC 16 8 0.26

PQ 60 30 1.52

** Significant at p < .01 level
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be obtained they still served as valuable information

for the Expert Revi4wers. Two Experts indicated that

the samples were useful because more than any other

measure they provided information about the child's

ability to communicate.

The Expert Reviewer's comments on additional

information which they felt needed to be included or

expanded on varied. There was consensus, however, on

the inclusion of more English testing, more pragmatic

data, and notations on present and previous academic/

instructional intervention. The information on the Home

Bilingual Usage Estimate indicating who speaks what

language to whom was also seen as important.

Research Question 7:__._ Is. the. assessment__ procedure

developed, in. this. .study valid. and_xeliable. in_the

identification_ of lan ua e. disorders in Sanish/En

bilingual. children.?

lish

Validity has been defined as the determination of

whether the measure accomplishes what it was intended to

accomplish (Anastasi, 1982; Borg & Gall, 1979; Isaac &

Michael, 1978). In most cases validity is examined when

a researcher is interested in constructing an assessment

instrument rather than developing a procedure. The
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Table 33

Expert Recommendations

on Type of,Information Needed

in Decision-Making Process

All Evaluation Data
Used in Project 5 100

More English Testing 5 100

More Pragmatic Data 3 60

Years Child Resided in US 2 40

Reason for Referral 1 20

Child Attitudes about
English and Spanish 1 20

Grade Placement 1 20

Present and Previous
Academic/Instructional intervention 3 60

Ecological Observations 1 20

More Extensive Language Samples 2 40

More Information in Derivation
of IQ 2 40

Teacher's Cultural/Linguistic
Sensitivity 1 20

More Indepth Developmental History 1 20

Academic Performance 1 20

School Attendance 1 20

Who Speaks, What language, to Whom 4 80
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principles for determining validity can be applied in

similar fashion in establishing the validity of a

procedure. These ;principles include determining

content validity, criterion-related validity and

construct validity.

In order to determine the validity of an assessment

procedure it-becomes necessary to determine whether the

procedure accomplishes what it was intended to

accomplish. The procedure examined in this study was

designed to discriminate the differences between

Spanish/English bilingual children who are language-

disordered and those who are not.

Construct validity. Construct validity refers to the

extent to which the test measures a particular construct

or theoretical trait (Anastasi, 1982). This study

attempts to determine the construct validity of the

language assessment procedure. Therefore, the construct

to be considered is what constitutes language assessment

of bilingual children in attempting to determine whether

they exhibit pathological language behavior.

Linguists and interdisciplinarians studying areas

related to language and language assessment have debated

about what measureable language proficiency encompasses.

An examination of what research indicated as important
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aspects of language assessment in general and the of
language assessments of bilingual children were reviewed
in determining construct validity. This is discussed in
more detail in Chapter II, however, the factors
considered are reiterated in summary form here.

Researchers have identified areas such as use of
grammar, knowledge of vocabulary, knowledge of concepts,
integrative language skills, and pragmatic language
skills as important aspects to be included in a language
assessment (Erickson, 1981; Langdon, 1983). It is
generally agreed that language proficiency is composed
of several underlying abilities, knowle;;ge systems, and
skills (Chomsky, 1975;. Hymes, 1972; and 01 ler, 1980).
It has also been demonstrated in the literature that
language assessment for the bilingual child should be
done in the child's primary and secondary language
(ASHA, 1983; Erickson, 1978; Mattes & Omark, 1984). The

child's communicative competence as measured by a

spontaneous language sample is important in any language

assessment procedure (Gallagher, 1983; Miller, 1981;
Wood, 1982). Parent interviews assessing language at
home, as well as teacher checklists examining classroom
language, can be included in the assessment of
bilingual children (Omark, 1981).
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The procedure adopted in this study has taken a

large body of literature into consideration in

determining what types of measures were included in the

procedure. The use of instruments with the best

technical qualities in the area they were designed to

assess were used (Silverman, Noa, & Russell, 1978;

Watson et. al., 1981). The procedure was supported by

general recommendations made by authorities in the areas

of linguistics, language disorders, language testing,

and the assessment of language disorders in bilingual

children.

Content validity. Content Validity involves the

examination of the content to determine whether it in-

cludes those aspects of the domain that it was designed

to assess. This can be done by using a number of

methods including the systematic examination of sources

related to the domain and the analysis of whether the

test includes the content in those sources or by

consulting with experts (Anastasi, 1982). In the

validation of the assessment procedure, the researcher

consulted with experts to determine whether the

procedure had content validity.

Tha content validity of the procedure was

determined by the Expert Reviewers' recommendations on
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what type of measures were most useful in helping them

make their decisions. One hundred percent of the

Experts commented that decisions should only be made

with all the measures included in the procedure. They

also made recommendations about the type of information

they felt needed to be added to the procedure. The

majority of their recommendations dealt with an expan-

sion on parent questionnaire information and more pre-

diagnostic data such as, the child's instructional

program modifications--if any, the number of years the

child attended an ESL, bilingual, or other type of

program, and the child's attitudes about Spanish and

English. A repeated' recommendation by the Expert

Reviewers and the Diagnostic Groups was that more

English testing needed to be included. The results of

these recommendations indicate that while the procedure

was useful in decision-making it was not complete.

There were some gaps in measurement techniques and data

that were included which left some questions unanswered

for those making decisions.

Criterion-related validity. Anastasi (1982) describes

criterion-related validation in the following manner:

Criterion-related validation procedures indi-
cate the effectiveness of a test in predicting
an individual's behavior in specified situa-
tions. For this purpose, performance on the
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test is checked against a criterion, i.e., a
direct and independent measure of that which
the test is designed to predict (p. 137).

In attempting to determine the predictive validity of

the procedure, the criterion of classroom language was

used.

In a regression analysis the coefficient of predic-

tibility was R2 = .31 for all the measures included in

the procedure. The dependent variable in the analysis

was classroom language functions determined by the

Teacher Checklist. The results indicated that 31% of

the variance on the language measures could be explained

by the variance in language functions of the children in

the classroom as assessed by the Teacher Checklist.

This was not statistically significant (F = 1.76; p >

.05).

Reliability. Reliability refers to the consistency in

the results of the individual being assessed by the

instrument. The underlying computation is that of error

of measurement or the f luctuation of the results

(Anastasi, 1982). In determining the reliability of the

procedure, the consistency of agreement in the classifi-

cation of the 60 children among the Expert Reviewers,

among the Diagnostic Groups, and between the Expert

Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups was analyzed. This

investigation attempted to establish whether reliable
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decisions could be made using the procedure in the

study.
,

When an agreement coefficient among the majority of

the Expert Reviewers was established on whether children

were Language Disordered, Borderline/at Risk, or Not

Language Disordered the coefficient was .58. When a

coefficient of agreement on a majority decision between

the Diagnostic Groups was established for the three

classifications, the coefficient was .83. The

coefficient of agreement among Diagnostic Groups' and

Expert Reviewers' decisions was .22.

While a coefficient of .83 for decisions made

among the Diagnostic Groups is considered to be good, it

is lower then the .90 which was proposed by the

researcher as an acceptable reliability coefficient.

Also, since an adequate coefficient occurred only in one

of the three analyses, the reliability of the decisions

made with the use of the procedure does not appear to be

consistently adequate.

The results of these analyses indicate that the

reliability of decision-making is higher in cases in

which those making decisions using the procedure are

familiar with the language community from which the

children are drawn. Knowing about the language

community of the child is considered to be of utmost
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importance in discriminating language disordered from

non-language disordered behavior in the linguistically
)

different child (Mattes & Omark, 1984; Omark et al.,

1981; Terrell & Terrell, 1983).
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was conducted to investigate the

development and validation of an assessment procedure to

determine language disorders in Spanish/English

bilingual children. This chapter presents a summary of

the procedures, participants in the study, and research

findings. Finally, conclusions and specific

recommendations are discussed.

The specific objectives of the study were: (1) to

determine the differences in the diagnostic profiles of

the three groups of children; (2) to determine

consistency in agreement between the Diagnostic Groups

and the Expert Reviewers; (3) to determine whether the

discriminant analysis would match Expert decisions or

the child's initial group classification; (4) to

determine whether the assessment data could predict

classroom language use as perceived by the teacher; (5)

to determine whether there were statistically

significant differences between the three groups of

children; and (6) to determine what types of information

were most useful in the identification process. The

underlying objective was to determine whether the

assessment procedure was valid for determining language

disorders in Spanish/English bilingual children. The
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summary of the findings will address the objectives in

the form of research questions.
$

Summary. of .Procedures

An ex post facto approach was used in the

validation of the assessment procedure. The procedure

attempted to incorporate a multidimensional approach

assessing different areas of language, i.e., grammar,

concepts, vocabulary, comprehension, oral directions,

language dominance, pragmatics, and spontaneous

language. Both formal and informal assessment were used

in both English and Spanish.

Sixty children (20 language disordered, 20 children

who did not qualify for placement, and 20 comparison

group children) were included in the study. These

children were tested using the assessment procedure.

Home interviews were conducted with the parents in

their homes to determine the child's language functions

in the home in both languages. A Teacher Checklist was

filled out by the classroom teacher to determine

language in the classroom.

The five Expert Reviewers were blind to classifica-

tion when they reviewed the assessment data on the 60

children and classified all of the children according to

the data. They determined whether the children were
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Language Disordered, Borderline/at Risk, Not Language

Disordered--No Appargnt Language Problem, and Not Lan-

guage Disordered--Second Language Acquisition Problems.

They also made recommendations about the procedure and

its effectiveness in the decision-making process. After

the Expert Reviewers classified the 60 students, three

Diagnostic Groups engaged in the same type of process

with the same 60 students. Coefficients of agreement

were determined among the Expert Reviewers, among the

Diagnostic Groups, and between the Expert Reviewers and

Diagnostic Groups. The validity and reliability of the

assessment procedure was determined by the consistency

of agreements as well as the recommendations made by the

Experts and Diagnostic Groups. An analysis of variance,

regression analysis, and discriminant analysis were

performed to further investigate the validity and the

reliability of the procedure.

Summary .of Participants

Subjects

The study included 60 bilingual Mexican American

children between the ages of 7-10 from two school

districts in Southern New Mexico. Sixty-two percent of

the children had parents who were born in Mexico. The

mean length of residency in the United States for the
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families of these children was 9.3 years. The families

had a mean of five children. The children who partici-

pated in the study had intellectual abilities within the

average range (85-115 IQs). The mean IQ for the total

group was 94.5. Thirty males and 30 females partici-

pated in the study. All of the children in the study

had A, B, or C Lau Ratings. This indicated that their

language dominance ranged from Spanish Monolingual to

Bilingual according to the ratings.

Group A. Group A was composed of 20 children who had

been classified as language disordered by the public

schools. Eleven males and nine females were included in

this group. The 7-10 age range was fairly evenly dis-

tributed. The largest percentage of the Group had Lau C

ratings indicating that they were bilingual. Twenty

percent of the children had Lau A ratings and 30% were

Lau B. The mean age at which the first words were

spoken was one year and five months. The mean age for

speaking in sentences was two years and six months.

Group B. Twenty children who had been referred for a

special education and language evaluation and did not

qualify for placement as language disordered were in-

cluded as Group B. This group consisted of 11 males and

nine females and an even distribution of 7 to 10 Year
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olds. Forty-five percent of Group B had Lau C, 35% had

Lau B, and 20% had Lau A Ratings. The children in this

group had a mean age of 2 years and 3 months at which

the first words were spoken. The mean age at which

sentences were spoken was 2 years and 6 months.

Group C. Group C consisted Of 20 children who were

progressing normally academically and linguistically.

Twelve females and eight males made up Group C. Seven

and eight year olds were represented in larger numbers

in the group than were nine and 10 year olds. The Lau

Ratings for the Group indicated that Lau A's made up the

highest percentage. Lau B's made up the next largest

group and Lau C's were the least represented. One child

did not have a Lau Rating. The mean of age for first

words spoken was 10 months and that of the first

sentences was two years.

Comparisons of_A,B, and_C. Comparison of Groups A, B,

and C indicted that generally the groups were similar on

factors needed for comparison, i.e., family characteris-

tics, the distribution of males and females and age

levels per group, as well as mean IQs. The Lau Ratings

per group indicated that the children ranged from

Spanish Monolingual to Bilingual acc :_ding to the school

personnel judgements.
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If the parent reports of linguistic milestones are

examined it appears that the mean age at which the first

words and sentences were spoken is earlier for Group C.

The mean age at which the first words were spoken is
lower for Group A than Group B, however, there were no

real differences in the mean age at which sentences were
spoken. The linguistic milestones were accomplished
earlier by Group C than for Group A and B. This would
be expected for the comparison group.

Groups Reviewing Evaluation. Data

The evaluation data were reviewed by a group of
Experts and by Diagnostic Groups consisting of speech

language pathologists and educational diagnosticians.
These groups were to evaluate the data on the 60
children and make decisions as to their language classi-

fications.

The Expert Reviewers

Expert Reviewers were selected on the basis of

their expertise in the identification of language

disorders in Spanish/English bilingual children. The

individuals were regionally, nationally, and

internationally recognized as knowledgeable in this
area. Five Expert Reviewers ultimately participated in

the study. These individuals worked in university and
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non-university settings in California, Texas, New

Mexico, Illinois, and Puerto Rico.

In order to determine the philosophical

perspectives upon which they would base their decisions,

the Bilingual Language Learning System Questionnaire was

administered to them. All of the five Expert Reviewers

answered 97% or more of the questions according to

ASHA's guidelines on the language assessment of bilin-

gual children. Generally, the Expert Reviewers had

similar views and agreed on the essential aspects of the

bilingual language assessment process.

The Diagnostic Groups

The Diagnostic Groups were composed of ipeech

language pathologists and educational diagnosticians who

were employed by the two districts from which the

children were drawn. A total of three Diagnostic Groups

reviewed the 60 children and classified them. Group 1

consisted of five educational diagnosticians and Group 2

was composed of two educational diagnosticians and two

speech language pathologists. Group 3 was made up of

two educational diagnosticians and two speech language

pathologists who were part of a Bilingual Assessment

Committee functioning in one of the school districts.

The individuals in Group 3 were all bilingual.
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Research Question 1: What are the differences in the

diagnostic profiles.of.those children with language

disorders,_ those with language difficulties because_ of

a. languave difference, and those children. who appear

to. not. have any, problem. with. language?

Raw and Standard. Score. Comparisons

Raw scores and standard score mean comparisons were

made across groups. On the data that could not be

translated to a standard score, the most visible

differences in the means occurred on the Bilingual

Syntax Measure in Spanish (BSMS). All three groups had

means within the same range on the Bilingual Syntax

Measure in English, the Teacher Checklist, and the

Parent Questionnaire.

On the standard score data, group performance on

the Toronto Test of Receptive Vocabulary in Spanish

(TTRVS), the Auditory Sequential Memory (ASM), Sentence

Repetition (SR), and Encoding (E) subtests of the PEOPLE

produced results in which Group A received the lowest

mean score, Group B received the middle ranged mean

score, and Group C had the highest mean.

Language Dominance

The data on the Spanish/English Language

Performance Screening (S/ELPS), the Home Bilingual Usage
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Estimate (HBUE), and the Lau Ratings were examined to

determine Group profiles in language dominance. A

general finding was that the ratings were not consistent

across measures. This was due to (1) the fact that Lau

Ratings were outdated for many children and did not

reflect current language dominance, (2) many of the Lau

Ratings were not based on any testing information but

had been derived from the parent or the teacher reports;

(3) the HBUE reflected a determination of language use

at home rather than the child's actual language abili-

ties; and (4) the S/ELPS used some academic tasks which

the children might have been more compelled to respond

to in English rather than Spanish, thereby giving a

distorted view of the child's language proficiency in

Spanish and English.

In the comparison of the three groups, the majority

of the children came from homes in which Spanish was the

predominant or only language while the S/ELPS indicated

that most children were English Dominant or English

Monolingual. However, the Lau Ratings indicated that the

majority of the children were Spanish Monolingual or

Spanish Dominant. The final analysis of the language

dominance data demonstrated the complicated nature of

obtaining accurate and effective language dominance

ratings on bilingual children.
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Research Question 2: Will there be at least 90

percent agreement between the Diagnostic Groups and

Expert Reviewers as to which children are language

disordered and those who are not?

The coefficient of agreement between the Expert

Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups was determined by

analyzing majority consensus on the classifications made

among the Experts and among the Diagnostic Groups.

Unanimous decisions were nonexistent among the Expert

Reviewers while only on a small portion of cases did the

Diagnostic Groups agree unanimously. The majority

decisions between the Experts and the Diagnostic Groups

were compared. Tae coefficient of agreement for these

majority decisions among both groups was .22.

The inferences that can be drawn on the basis of

the lack of consensus between the Diagnostic Groups and

Expert Reviewers are that: (1) differences in

philosophical perspectives could have led to a lack of

consensus; (2) the test battery may have been

unfamiliar to some individuals and could have added to

the differences in interpretation; (3) the test battery

may be faulty and not discriminate well enough between

the three groups; and/or (4) the nature of the

differences in the levels of language development and
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bilingualism made the task of distinguishing the

language disordered from the nonlanguage disordered an

impossible task.

Research Question 3:. Will the discriminant. analysis

match child classification categories indicated, by the

Experts or by_the child's initial. categorization?

The discriminant analysis 1,-..1'..ched child classifi

cation categories as indicated by the child's initial

categorization for all but one of the 60 children. This

analysis indicates that the weighting of the data was

different for the three groups. And that the three

groups could be discriminate on the basis of the

weighting of the data. The majority of the children had

assessment data that resembled that of the other

children in their initial category i.e., children who

were language disordered, children who may have problems

with Lang 'age but are not Oisordered, and children who

do not have any problems with language.

Research puestion 4: Can the assessment data predict

classroom language _performance?

A stepwise regression analysis was used to

determine which variable in a model would be

statistically significant in predicting classroom
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language as measured by the Teacher

Checklist. TheToronto Test of
Receptive

Vocabulary in Spanish (TTRVS)proved to be the only
statistically

significant measurepredicting classroom language. The most
effective modelincluded the Boehm in English

(BE) and the Toronto Test
of Receptive

Vocabulary in Spanish (TTRVS).

Research. Question 5.: Are, there,
statistically signi-ficant

differences between the three
groups, of._ childrenincluded in the study on the

busis, of the assessmentdata?

One-way analyses of variance were performed withthe three groups as three levels of the
independentvariable and each of the

different
assessment measuresas the

dependent variable. The analy
resulted instatistically

significant
differences at the p < .01level between Groups A, B, and C on the Bilingual SyntaxMeasure in Spanish (BSMS) and all the subtests of thePEOPLE.

Newman-Keuls analysis yielded
statisticallysignificant

differences at the p < .05 level betweenboth Groups A and B when compared with Group C on theBilingual Syntax Measure in Spanish, Auditory
SequentialMemory, Auditory

Association, Sentence
Repetition, StoryComprehension and Encoding. Group

differences on thesemeasures could be due to
differences ii. language
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dominance which cannot be detected due to an

inconsistency in ratings on the liBUE, S /ELPS, and the

Lau Ratings.

Research Question. What types of_ information_ are most

useful in. the identification process?

The Expert Reviewers indicated that decisions on

all of the children could only be made using all the

data from the assessment procedure. This implies that

the procedure was useful in the identification process.

They also indicated that they would have liked to have

seen other types of data included and that sometimes

they needed such data in order to make their decisions.

These data included: (1) more English testing; (2) more

pragmatic data; (3) present and previous academic and

instructional interventions; (4) the years the child

resided in the US; (5) more extensive language samples;

and (6) more information on how the IQ score was

generated.

Research Question..7:_. .Is, the. assessment _procedure

developed. in. this. study_ valid and. reliable ..in .the

identification of..language. disorders 5.n. Spanish/English

bilingual. children?

Construct, content, and criterion-related valid-
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ities was included in response to this question as well

an examination of the reliability. Construct validity

was determined by reviewing the literature and including

measures that assess those aspects of language, which

have been found to be necessary in the assessment of

language proficiency. Construct validity was determined

by drawing from research in a large number of areas.

Content validity was determined by not only

ensuring that the procedure included measures suggested

by the literature, but that the Experts' feedback would

support such a procedure. The procedure fell somewhat

short of its purpose in the inclusion of the most appro-

priate and effective measures. More prediagnostic data

needed to be included. More English testing was also

lacking.

Criterion-related validity was based on a

regression analysis that analyzed the predictive

validity of the model toward classroom language

funct.'.ons determined by the Teacher Cht The

results were not significant.

Since flu procedure can be considered valid without

some consistency in the decisions made from it,

reliability was also examined. Reliability was deter-

mined by analyzing the coefficients of agreement between

the Diagnositic Groups, between the Expert Reviewers,
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among the Diagnostic Groups and Expert Reviewers. The

highest coefficient, which demonstrated consistency in

agreement between Diagnostic Groups was .83. This was

lower than the criterion of .90 set by the researcher.

Coefficients of .58 between the Expert Reviewers and .22

among the Expert Reviewers and the Diagnostic Groups

were considered to be too low in demonstrating any kind

of reliability in the decision-making by using the

procedure.

Conclusions

The researcher came to a number of conclusions

concerning all those aspects related to the development

and validation of an assessment procedure for

determining language disorders in Spanish/English

biinguai children. This secti a covers the following

areas:

in the

(1) conclusions regarding the children included

study and the individuals who participated as

validators of the data; (2) the conclusions about the

performance of participants (subjects and validators);

and (3) conclusions about the research questions.

Conclusions_Regarding ts

Participants in the study included the 60 children

who were evaluated by the assescment procedure as well
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as those individuals who acted as validators of the

procedure. The validators were those individuals

participating as Expert Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups.

Groups. The researcher regarded those

variables such as intelligence, sex, family characteris-

tics, and linguistic background as important factors to

consider and control to a certain extent in subject

selection. A complex sampling procedure was used to

ensure that other variables, which had not been consi-

dered in the selection process, would also be

controlled. Such considerations led to some very simi-

liar groups with no vast discrepancies in any of the

variables that could have c:onfounded the results. The

only differences were those dealing with the differences

in the way diagnostic professionals and the school per-

sonnel viewed their language needs. For example, Group A

was seen needing some form of language therapy, Group B

appeared to have some language problems that were not

language disorders and Group C was acquiring English as

a second language, but had no language deficits. It

seems that differences in performance on the assessment

procedure could have thereby been attributed to the

differences in the linguistic functioning and the lan-

guage needs of the Groups. Unfortunately, the problems
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of being able to accurately assess and determine the

language dominance of the children and obtain a clearer

picture of Group language dominance, greatly complicated

the analysis of the results. It was difficult to acer-

tain whether group performance difference were due to

language proficiences and deficiences or whether they

were influenced by differences in language dominance.

It became obvious that the children had learned English

at varying rates and consequently the language dominance

ratings that had been assigned by the school did not

have any relevance to the child's dominance at the time

of the study.

ExpoprtRevipwers.and_Diagnostic Groins. The high cali-

ber of the Expert Reviewers and the Diagnostic Groups

was beyond the researchers' expectations. The Expert

Reviewers were extremely well trained, experienced, and

knowledgeable in diagnosing language disorders in

Spanish/English bilinguals.

The individuals composing the Diagncstic Groups

reflected differences in knowledge and experience in

their decision-making. They had, however, worked in

the communities of the children included in the study.

This appeared to add to a greater consistency of

agreement among the Diagnostic Groups on the
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classifications of the 60 children. Familiarity with the

language community appeared to aid in the more reliable

decision-making.

Both the Expert Reviewers and Diagnostic Groups

were interested in working with biliingual children.

They also both demonstrated their interest by providing

vast amounts of feedback on children they reviewed and

by taking their time in making their decisions. Because

these individuals were exceptional in their interest and

knowledge, it would be expected that more agreement

would have been reflected in their decisions than was

demonstrated. The lack of consistency in agreement

between the Expert Reviewers and the Diagnostic Groups

appears to make a clear statement about the difficulties

that are inherent in making decisions about language

disorders in bilingual children and the problems that

neeu to be realized in the diagnosis of these children.

Conclusion about. Research_ Questions

All of the research questions related to

establishing validity of the assessment procedure. The

important points that resulted from the analyses of the

questions are:

(1) Despite the fact that an effort was made to control
for variables which could have affected the
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results, an inability to obtain a consistent
language dominance rating led to difficulty in
analyzing the results.

(2) It was difficult to determine whether group
performance differences were due to differences in
language dominance or language deficiences.

(3) The Diagnostic Groups made more consistent
decisions therefore it appears that familiarity
with the language community aided in the more
reliable decision-making.

(4) The lack of consistency in agreement between the
Diagnostic Groups and Expert Reviewers implies that
there are some real proLlems inherent in making
decisions about whether bilingual children are
language disordered.

(5) A number of factors added to the lack of agreement
between the Diagnostic Groups and Expert Reviewers.
These include; (a) differences in philosophical
perspectives between Diagnostic Groups and Experts,
(b) gaps in the data provided by the assessment
procedure, (c) unfamiliarity with the test battery
by the validators, and (d) the nature of bilinguals
that made their assessment and the interpretation
of the results difficult.

(6) It is possible that the nature of language,
language assessment instruments, diagnostic
procedures, and variation of characteristics among
bilinguals make the development and validation of
procedures for diagnosing language disorders an
impossible task given the present state of the art.

(7) This investigation has not produced any
recommendations about evaluation measures that
appear to be more viable than others in
discriminating differences in the language
disordered and non-language disordered Spanish/
English bilingual child.

(8) Factors which may not have anything to do with
pathological language behavior such as language
dominance, language loss in the native language,
IQ, socioeconomic backgrounds, familiarity with the
type of tasks the tests require the child to do,
family language dynamics, and other factors could
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lead to differences in test performance which could
be erroneously interpreted as pathological.

Despite the faCt that the assessment procedure

examined in this study did not prove to be valid, it

must be pointed out that the procedure resulted in

approximately a five to six hour evaluation of each

child. The process included information concerning a

number of language aspects of the child in school and in

the home. Most language evaluations performed in the

schools by diagnostic personnel do not include such a

lengthy and extensive evaluation process. The

conclusions of the study should certainly make

diagnostic professionals question the validity of the

procedures that they presently use in diagnosing

Spanish/English bilingual children. Much dialogue has

transpired recently concerning the manner in which

bilingual language assessments should be done and the

factors which need to be considered. The researcher

attempted to establish some perspective on the problem

by investigating the development and validation of a

procedure. This investigation has not produced any

recommendations on evaluation measures that appear to be

more viable then others in discriminating differences in

the language disordered and non-language disordered

bilingual child. When measures did anpear to
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discriminate a possible reason for this could be

attributed to another factor other than language

disordered or non-language disordered behavior. This

implies that diagnostic professionals should be

extremely cautious in their interpretations of the

bilingual child's performance on language tests since

many factors could influence their scores. These

factors may not have anything to do with pathological

language behavior. Language dominance, IQ,

Socioeconomic status, familiarity with the type of tasks

the tests require the child to do, family language

dynamics, and a number of other factors can influence

the child's performance.

Recommendations

In the past, a suggested solution for dealing with

biases in testing and testing procedures has been to ban

the tests. This researcher believes that banning the

tests is an unrealistic solution. Biases in tests and

testing procedures need to be resolved by improving the

instruments, the techniques, the procedures, and the

processes involved in assessing culturally and linguis-

tically different children.
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Continued research needs to be done to determine

whether there are other procedures that more effectively

discriminate the differences between the language

disordered and nonlanguage disordered Spanish/English

bilingual child. Until other procedures are examined

with indepth analysis diagnosticians and school

personnel can only speculate about their classifications

of these children. Special educators should be

interested in resolving the problem since not doing so

will continue a legacy of uncertain decisions and

misclassifications.

The procedure used in this study merits further

investigation. The procedure assesses a number of areas

of language and incorporates a multidimensional

approach. Further study of the procedure should

incorporate more English testing, developmental data,

pragmatic assessment and other types of data as

recommended in the previous chapter. This investiga

tion has made it clear that the language evaluation to

determine language disorders in the bilingual child is a

long involved process. The evaluation should examine

the child's language by using various methods and

techniques, i.e., through tests, questionnaires, obser

vations, checklists, and spontaneous language samples

from home and school. Parents and teachers can provide
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input on the child's abilities, however, it was demon-

strated in the study that such information was not

always insightful and should therefore be viewed with

caution. Observations of the child's language

functioning in certain situations can be an important

addition to the language assessment procedure investi-

gated in this study. In order to make the observations

an effective part of the evaluation process, research

needs to determine which language behaviors are impor-

tant to observe.

The problems of obtaining accurate language

dominance information presents difficulties in assessing

language disorders in bilingual children. Accurate

language dominance information is extremely important

since it is directly useful in determining the type of

testing that will be done in both languages and the

interpretation of the results. A problem in obtaining

an accurate language dominance rating is due to the

techniques and methods that are most often used. Also

the child might demonstrate different language doTrinance

in different settings. Research needs to be continued

to determine better methods for assessing this.

Lau Ratings are used to indicate the children's

language dominance in the primary and school languages

so that they can receive appropriate educational
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programs to aid in learning. The Lau Ratings are a

direct result of the Lau vs. Nichols decision which

stated that to teach a child in a language he did not

understand violated the student's civil rights (Baca &

Cervantes, 1984). Lau Ratings are important sources of

information. The research uncovered a real problem with

the Lau Ratings of the children in the study since they

were not updated on a regular basis. Future research

should investigate whether the problems with the Lau

Ratings in this study are common to other school

districts who serve a bilingual population. If so, the

practice and rationale for assigning bilingual children

Lau Ratings shbuld be reexamined.

Further research is also needed in examining the

language of bilingual children concerning native

language loss and progress in acquiring a second

language. The literature indicates that language loss

occurs as a phenomenon in a bilingual community in which

there is pressure to acquire the second language,

however, we do not know what implications this has for

normal and language disordered bilingual children.

The disparity between the home language of the

child and the requirements and pressures of the school

environment merit some attention. In this study most of

the children came from homes in which Spanish was the
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only or predominant language. In the school the
majority of them heard and spoke only English. The

effect that the differences in language use in the two
environments had on test performance as well as actual

proficiency levels is yet to be determined.

The findings in the study demonstrate the
complexity of attempting to develop and validate a

procedure. The need-to establish some validity in the

diagnosis of language disorders in Spanish/English

bilingual children appears to be obvious, however, it

will take much research in the area to ultimately

determine what diagnosticians should include in the

evaluation.
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Appendix A

Letter to Expert Reviewers

Dear Colleague,

You have-been selected as a person who is knowledgeable and
experienced in the assessment of language disorders in
Spanish/English bilingual children. A study that is being
sponsored by the New Mexico Center for Rural Education and has
been fUnded by the U.S. Department of Education needs people like
you to serve on an expert committee.

The experts in the study will be asked to review diagnostic
information which has been mailed to them on 60 children and
determine which children are language disordered and which are
not (see enclosed abstract for more details). The scores on the
assessment instruments will be organized on a profile sa that the
reviewer can get a complete view of the formal assessment results
at a glance. A language sample, a home questionnaire, a teacher
observation questionnaire, and all the test protocols will also
be included for additional information. The expert will be asked
to examine the information and make a decision on each cast . A
brief write-up on the types of information which were generaAy
most useful in the decision-making and the rationale behind their
usefulness should be enclosed by each expert after they have
reviewed all the cases. The experts will be paid a complimentary
fee of $200.00 for their participation in the study. As a.
participant you will only be identified by a brief biographical
sketch in the study and not by name. All the i,formation you
provide will be kept strictly confidential. You will also
receive the results of the study which may be useful information
in your work in the assessment of Spanish/English bilinguals.

Please fill out the reply form which is enclosed and return
it in the self-addressed envelope. Also, fill out the attached
questionnaire and complete the biographical sketch ensuring that
you include information on your experience, training, and/or
related with Spanish/English bilinguals. Thank you in
advance for participating in this research project.

Sincerely,

Jack T. Cole, Ph.D
Director of the Center for
Rural Education
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Josie De Leon, M.A.
Principal Investigator
of Study



Appendix B

EXPERT PARTICIPANT REPLY

PLEASE CHECK YOUR RESPONSE:

I would like to be part of the Expert Committee

I cannot be part of the Expert Committee

I cannot be part of the Expert Committee but
suggest that you contact the following person:

Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Experts need to have some training and expertise in language
assessment, must be able to analyze language test protocols and
language samples in Spanish and English, and must have experience
working with Spanish/English bilingual children.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION



Appendix C

9UESTIONNAIRE*

Instructions: These questions are posed to obtain some
information regarding your opinions about the language assessment
of :Spanish-speaking children acquiring English as a second
language. Thank you for your time.

Part A. Indicate if the following statements are TRUE OR FALSE.

1. (T) (F)

2. (T) (F)

3. (T) (F)

4. (T) (F)

5. (T) (F)

6. (T) (F)

7. (T) (F)

8. (T) (F)

In children acquiring two languages, one language
always develops ahead of the other language.

The bilingual child's language abilities may
differ according to his or her immediate ei7iron-
ment.

Results of evaluating the Spanish-English child's
speech and language are influenced heavily by the
examiner.

A translated test is suitable for administering to
individuals who speak the translated language.

The bilingual Hispanic child should be assessed in
both Spanish and English.

Cultural bias often results in inappropriate
placement of Spanish-English children in speech
and language treatment programs.

The bilingual child's age can be a determining
factor in the choice of language for interventions
of his or her communication disorder.

Public Law 94-142 mandates that each child be
tested in the language which the child uses in
school.

*Developed by the Bilingual Language Learning System (ELLS), The
American Speech and Hearing Association, 1983.
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Part B: Fill in the Blanks.

11. List four problems with discrete point tests for assessing
the language of the bilingual child.
a.
b.
c.
d.

12. List three alterne'ive settings to the clinical setting for
assessing the speech-language hearing of the Spani.sh-English
child.
a.
b
c.

13. Identity three disadvantages of using interpreters to
perform the speech-language or learning assessment.
a.
b.

c.

14. List 4 strategies for obtaining bilingual/bicultural speech-
language pathologists and audiologists when there are none
on the staff.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Part C - Select the most appropriate answer (choose only one)

15. If the child passes the speech-language screening in the
dominant language
a. he must also be screened in the second language
b. he automatically passes
c. he fails if failure occurs in the second language

16. Scores obtained in English when assessing the bilingual
child in English
a. can be used when linguistic and cultural adoptions

have occurred
b. can be used with caution
c. cannot and should not be used

1 9128



17. The interview with the parent or significant other should
be conducted in the language selected
a. by the examiner
b. by the parent or significant other
c. based upon the duration of time the parent has been

in America

18. In providing the audiological assessment of the
bilingual/bicultural child, the monolingual audiologist
a. would not be able to provide the assessment
b. could obtain and report accurate information
c. should have specific knowledge as to the language

dominance of the child
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Ippendix D

HOME INTERVIEWERS' TRAINING



Scheduling

*Call the parent to set up an appointment. Give them your
options for times and let them 14%ke a choice. Remember that
evenings and weekends may be the best for some families.

*Speak to the mother or father in the home. Identify yourself
immediately.

*Call to confirm your appointment before leaving your house.
This may save you time in the long run. .

*Cet clear and concise directions to the home and always take the
phone number with you.

*Call if you need to cancel or if you will be late f,,r anyreason.

*It is usually best for all interviewers (especially males) tomake the home visit when both the father and mother will, behome. "I would like to visit when both you and your husband
will be home, if possible". You can allow the parent to makethat choice.

Making the Home Visit

It is usually best to be a little formal at the onset.

*Never be familiar. Allow the interviewer some time to get used
to you before becoming familiar.

*Do not sit down until asked to do so.

*Do not chew gum or smoke.

*Dress in comfortable but nice clothes. Do tot overdo.

*Do not start administering the questionnaire until rapport has
been established.

Establishing Rapport

*Establishing rappor. is of utmost importance.

*If the interviewee appears to be uncomfortable or on guard at
the onset, begin talking for a few minutes to allow the
person(s) orserve you.

*Ask rather innocuous, questions to get the interviewee used to
the quastion and answer approach you will be using and to make
them fees more at ease.



*When you are ready to begin asking questions on the
questionnaire, let the interviewee know that you are acing so.

*Remember that in order to make someone else comfortable, youmust demonstrate a certain degree of comfortableness and
confidence with the situation yourself.

Administering the Questionnaire

*Ask the interviewee in which language they prefer to have the
questionnaire administered before beginning. Do not assume.

*Eye contact can be important for rapport, but it may also make
some interviewees feel uncomfortable. Take your cue from them.

*Ask the questions in such a way that they can be heard andunderstood clearly.

*Repeat the questions as often as needed.

*Write down all related responses to a question.

*Let the interviewee know that if at any time they do not
understand a question, you will be glad to explain further.

*Impress upon the interviewee that on some of the questions they
may need to think about the question for a few minutes and that
this is fine with you. The important thing is that you get an
accurate picture of the child's language.

*Do not assume anything about the interviewees or their
situation on the basis of the questionnaire. Remember you arf3
only examining a small portion their lives.

Ending the Interview

*Let the interviewee know that you halie reached the end of the
interview. "These are all the questions I have for you. Is
there anything you would like to ask m. "?

*Thank the interviewee for their time.

*Do not discuss any of the interviews with anyone. Remember that
the interview is to remain STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL!
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Appendix E

Boehm Scoresheet

Spanish Boehm English Boehm
1. arriba 1. top
2. por 2. through
3. lejos 3. away from
4. al lado 4. next to
5. adentro 5. inside
6. algunas pero no muchas 6. some but not many
7. en el medio 7. middle
8. linos pocos 8. few
9. mas lejos 9. farthest

10. alrededor 10. around
11. encima 11. over
12. mas ancha 12. widest
13. mas 13. most
14. entre 14. between
15. entera 15. whole
16. mas cerca 16. nearest
17. segundo 17. second
18. esquina 18. corner
19. varias 19. several
20. detras 20. behind
21. en fila 21. row
22. diferente 22. different
23. despues 23. after
24. casi 24. almost
25. mitad 25. half
26. centro 26. center
27. tantos 27. as many
28. lado 28. side
29. comenzando 29. beginning
30. otro 30. other
31. parecidos 31. alike
152. ni el primero ni el 32. not the first or

ultimo last
33. nunca 33. never.
34. debajo 34. Below
35. hace juego 35. matches
36. siempre 36. always
37. de tamario mediano 37. medium-sized
38. derecho 38. right
39. adelante 39. forward
40. cero 40. zero
41. sobre 41. above
42. cada 42. every
43. separados 43. separated
44. izquierda 44. left
45. par 45. pair
46. salta 46. skip
47. iguales 47. equal
48. en orden 48. in order
49. tercera 49. third
50. menos 50. least



Student 1:

Appendix F

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Date:

Interviewer's Initials:

1. Mother's Birthplace:

2. Father's Birthplace:

3. If born outside the United 'itates, number of years residing
in U.S.: Mother Fr.ther

4. Number of children in the family

5. Position of the child in the sibling structure

6. Age child spoke in words

7. The first words the child said

8. Age child spoke in sentences

9. Which language did the child speak first?

10. When spoken to in English the child most often responds in

11. When spoken to in Spanish the child most often responds in

12. Can your child ask you to give something or do something for
him/her?

Yes
No, if yes...

a. How often does your child ask you or other people for
things compared to other children of the same age?

As often as most other children
Less often than other children

b. Does your child ask people for things that do not make
sense, for example, something your child knows the
person cannot give?

No



c

13. Can your child understand direct requests or commands?
Yes

No, if yes...

a. How often does your child do what you ask?

As often as most children
Less often than most children

b. What types of request does your child respond to?

Almost all requests
Firm or repeated demands

11. Can your child verbally protest/complain?
Yes
No, if yes...

a. How often does your child protest/complain?

As often as most children
Less often than most children

15. Can your child say or act sorry?
Yes
No, if yes..,

a. How often does your child say or act sorry?

As often as most children
Less often than most children

16 How often does your child use language to stand up for
himself/herself when being accused of doing something
wrong? (e.g., how often does your child defend himself/
herself when being accused of doing something wrong)?

As often as most children
Less often than most children

17. Does your child interrupt conversations?
Yes
No, if yes...

a. How often do such interruptions occur?
As often as with most children
More often than with most children
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18. How often does your child ask you irrelevant questions
where as answer is already known?

As often as most children
More often than most children

19. Does your child frequently change the subject being
discussed before a logical ending point has been
reached?

No
Yes, if yes...

a. How often does your child change the subject being
discussed?

As often as most children
More often than most children

20. Does your child use gestures instead of speaking?

No
Yes, if yes...

a. 'How often does your child do this?

As often as most children
More often than most children

21. Can your child argue?

Yes
No

22. Does your child take over conversations? (For example,
does your child not let others have their turn when
speaking?)

No
Yes, if yes...

a. How Often does your child do this?

As often as most children
More often than most children

t
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23. Does your child simplify his/her speech when talking to
babies or very young children?

Yes
No

24. Does your child thank people for doing things for him/her?
Yes
No

a. How often does your child thank others?

As often as other children
Less often than other children

25. Is your child bossy toward others, without considering their
desires?

No
Yes

26. Can your child describe objects or events? (For example, can
your child describe something that happened in school?

Yes
No, if yes...

a. How often does your child describe things to you?

As often as other children
Less often than other children

b. Are the descriptions easily understood?

Yes
No

c. Does your child seem to understand when you describe
something?

Yes
No
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Part II.

1. Can the child talk about something that he/she has done?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Bo:..h but uses one or

the other , Mixes both

2. Can the child talk about something that others have done?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately,.____

Mixes Both

3. Can the child listen to what others are saying?

Yes , No , if so in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

4. Can the child remember what others have said?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

5. Can the child follow directions?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only . Spanish Only , Both Separately .

Mixes Both

6. Can the child start a conversation with others?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both
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7. Can the child describe something?

Yes , No , iZ so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

8. When your child is talking about something does he/she stay
on the same topic or change topics often?

Yes , No , if so, in what lancuage?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

9. Can the child answer questions?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

10. Can the child argue a point if he/she disagrees?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

11. Can the child talk about how he/she feels?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

12. Can the child tell you if he/she needs something?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both
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13. Can the child talk about something that he/she
plans to do?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

14. Can the child pretend and talk about imaginary things?

Yes , No , if so, in what language?

English Only , Spanish Only , Both Separately

Mixes Both

15. Can your child direct requests or commands?

Yes , No , if so in what language?

English Only

Mixes both

, Spanish Only , Both Separately
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Appendix G

CUESTIONARIO PARA LOS PADRES

# del estudiante: Fecha:

Iniciales del entrevictante:

1. Lugar de nacimiento de la madre

2. nugar de nacimiento del padre

3. Si nnci iuera del. los E.E.U.U., indique el ntimero de afios
que ha vivido en los E.E.U.U.

4. Ntimero de hijos en la familia

5. En que lugar queda el nine entre sus hijos? rde primer° a
ultimo)

6. Edad en que el niiid empezcra hablar

7. Primeras palabran cue di5o el niiio

8. Eded en que el Mao empata utilizer oraciones el habler

9. eQue idioms hah1C7prieoro el niFO?

10. Cuando se le liable en ingle, el nilio generalmente
response en

11. Cuando se It table en espeRol, el niRo generalmente
reeponde ea

12. c4Puede su nat.° pedirle que le hags o que le deralgo?

si , no ; si la respuesta es arirmativa

a. Coo que7frecuencia su hijo le pide o preganta a usted
o otras personas po7 algo, en comparacian con (Arcs
nirios de su misma eoad?

Tan frecuentemente cacao otras nines
Nenoe/mig que otras nines

b. e Le pide su niNo cosas a. personas qve no tienen sentido7
Por ejemplo; algo que su hijo sate que la persona no lepuede dar?

Ito

Si
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13. dPuede su ninb enttnder cirrdenes?

SI. no , si respuesta aftrmattva

a. ewe: tan a menudo (frecuentementel hate su nigo lo que
sit it pile?

Tan frecuentemente_comootros Winos
Kenos que titres nines

b. A que tips de cirdenes responds su aside?

cpsi todas las critenes
Ordenes expresadas firmemente o repetidas
varies veces

14. e suede su niao verbalmenit quejarse o protester?

si , no , si respuesta afirmativa

a. e Que tan a menudo se *wept o protests su nao?

Tan frecuentemente cone Le mayoria de les ninos
(Ones que la mayorfa de los 'limos

15. d Puede su niRO pedir discapas o seatirse arrepentan?

sr , no (SRA)

a. eQu(tan frecutntemente piQe disculpas su ni60
se siente arrepentido?

Tan fracuentemente comp la sayoria de los
ninos

Memos que la meyoria de Los niiios

16. eQue tan a menudo se dafientle au al& Orarbalmante) cuando
le acumen de haberhscho algo *1o?

Tan Frecuentemente come otros nines
Manes que la meyoria de, let nines

17.c, Interrumpe su MEG las conversaciones?
si , no (SRA)

a. e Qui- tan frecuente son sus interrupctones?

Tan frecuente como otros niffos
Mas frecuente que la mayori de los ninos
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18. dQue tan a menudo su niFO le hate preguntas irrelevantes o
que no vienen al caso cuando ya sabe la respuesta?

Tan frecuentemente comp otros ninos
Has rrecuentemente que la mayorra de los ninos

19. eQambia su nal° frecuentemente el terra de una conversation
sin que haya Ilegado a un final Icisico?
sr no (SRA)

a.eQP tan a frecuentemente cambia el terra de una
conversacion?

Tan frecuentemente coma otros mica,
hkfs frecuentemente que k, mayorra de Los ninos

20. eUsa su (trio 9es-cos para comunicacse en vez de habtarTno_ (sRA1

a. eoue tan frecuentemente hate mste?

Tan Erecuentemonte coma otros nuios
Has frecuentemente. que La mayoria de las ninos

21. e Puede diacutir o discurrir su
sr , no (SRA,

22. c`Se apodera so nab de Las conversacccoes7 par ejemplo
no dela que Los demi; hebten).

Tan frecuentemente come, otros moos
Kenos que otros ninos

23. Modifica su nino su vocabularLo o Iexico cuando habta con
bebei o ninos mds pequencs?

si , no

24. eDa las gracias su La gente cuando n Lbe aIgun
favor?

sr , no (SRA)

a. Que tan a menudo le da las gracias a la gente?

Tan frecuentemente como otros ninos
Kenos que otros ninos

25. d Es mandon su nitiO con las demi; personas sin consideras
sus sentImientos?

sr , no
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26, et puede describir eu nitro objetoso eventos? (poor ejemplo;
puede describir algo que sucedio en la esculaa?

sf , no (sRA)

a. 'Que tan frecuentemente le describe o platica cosas su
nino?

Tan frecuentemente_como o4ros nines
Kenos que otros nos

b.c+Ge salen Bien las descripocones?

sr , no

c. e Parece entender su nitro coandoo usted le describe algo?

si , no
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Segunda Parte.

1. G.' Puede su niio hablar de algo que 1 ha hecho?

si , nn

Solo Ingle's __, Solo Espariol , Los dos idiomas
igualmente pero separadas , incites y espacioI junto

2. Puede su gala hablar de le que ham hoc?* arras?
sr , no

ingles espagol. . Los dos idiomas seperadas
ingles y espanot junto

3. c' Puede su nino escuchar y entender 1c que dicen otras?

si , no

ingles espaiiot , los dos idiomas separadas ,

ingles y espaRol. junto

4. c' Suede su nigo recordar to que otros ban client)?

si , no

ingles espariol los dos idiomas separadas
ing147s y espaiiot junto._

5. d Puede el niffo entender v sequin sus instrucciones?

si , no

ingles , espagol , los dos idiomas separadas
ingles y espanot junto

6. c;Puode el niffo empezar Lida conversacii'n con otres7

si , no

inglis eStugoi los dos i.tdomas separadas
ingles y espanot junto

7. Puede el nigo describtc algo?

si , no

ingles espairol los dos idioms separadas,
ingles y espanol junto

8. c'Cuzindo su niio htbia de alga, puedr mantener solo un
terra o cambia de teMas seguido?
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ingles , esparibl , los dos idioms separadas.
ingles y espanoX junto

9. a Puede el nab contestar preguntas?

sf , no

ingles , esparloi , Los dos idiomas separadas
ingleS y espaHol junto

10. d Puede el nao disputac un punto si el no estricle acuerdo
on el punto?

s:. , no

ingles s, espaRol , los dos idiomas separadas__ .

ingles y espaffot junto

II. d Puede el nitro dLscutIr comic se siente?

Si. , no

ingle; , los dos idiomas seperadas
ingles y ep:;g7.171;Unto

12. e Le puede avisar el nitro si necesita algo?

sr , no

inglEfs , espanot los dos idiomas separadas .

imgtei y espaHol junto

13. m Le puede habLar el nitro de alg6n plan que tenga?

, no

ingles ,

ingles ye;paiiol junto
los dos idiomas separadas

14. ePuede el nitro pretender o habtar de cases imaginacias?

Si. , no

ingles , spial-1.°E , los dos idioms separadas
ingles y espanol junto

15.c Puede el nitro pedir algo o mandar que le den algo?

sx , no

espailal , los dos idiomas separadas
ingles y espona junto
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Appendix H

TEACHER CHECKLIST OF CHILD'S CLASSROOM LANGUAGE

Student I: Sex: Grade:

Please check the descriptive statements that apply to this
student. It may be helpful to read through the statements and
observe for specific instances when in doubt. Thank you!

1. Frequently chooses to play alone.
2. Frequently uses gestures or other nonverbal

communication instead of speaking.
3. Usually quiet and passive.
4. Frequently speaks in single words or short phrases.
5. Habitually chooses to sit in areas outside the

mainstream of activity, e.g., back of room, etc.
6. Gets perceivably nervous when asked to recite.
7. Avoids speaking.during "sharing" time._

4_ 8. Rarely participates in class discussions.
9. Rarely asks questions (when he/she does not

understand something as a possible condition.
10. Rarely volunteers to answer questions in class..
11. Frequently fails to follow directions, must have them

repeated.
12. Speaks in "choppy" sentences, leaving out words

or parts of words or uses incorrect word order.
13. Frequently mixes up sounds in words, e.g.,

"ephelant" for "elephant".
14. Frequently misunderstands words.
15. Has trouble remembering things.
16. Uses immature or improper vocabulary.
17. Listens but does not seem to comprehend.
18. Unable to tell a comprehensible story or

sequence of events.
19, Gives inappropriate responses.
20. Frequently unable to call forth an exact word.
21. Draws attention to self by speech.
22. Speech is unclear and difficult to understand.
23. Omits sounds in words.
24. Frequently asks to have words, questions,

directions, etc. repeated.
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Appendix I

Letter to Teachers

Dear Teachers:

You have received a teacher checklist which you shouldcomplete on the child whose name appears at the top. We ask that
you check only those items which apply. ri there is any cmestion
about the relevance of any item for that particular child as theitem is stated, please do not check it. You are welcomed to makecomments at the bottom of the checklist if you feel it isnecessary in order that we might get a better understanding ofthe child's classroom language. Thank you for your cooperationand promptness on this matter.

Sincerely,

Jcsie De Leon
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Appendix J

Student Performance Profile

Sex:

Age;

r- Spanish Spanisn
Dominant

Apparent
Bilingual

English
Dominant

English
Dominant

Predominantly Predominantly
Bilingual English English

1., No Receptive
o

Survival
BSM-E English English English

Interned. Proficient
English English

No Receptive Survival
BSM-S Spanish Spanish Spanish

Interned. Proficient
Spanish Spanish

Boehm-E
Form A -3 -2- -1 Mean

'

+1 +2 +3

Boehm-S
Form B -3 -2 -1 Mean +1 +2 +3

TTRV-E -3 -2 -1 Mean +1 +2 +3

TTRV-S -3 -2 .-1 Mean +1 +2 +3

PEOPLE
Auditory
Sequential
Memory

Aud. Assoc.

Sentence
Repetition

Story Comp.

Encoding

-3 -2 -1 Meai +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 Mean +1 +2 +3

-3

...,

-2 -I Mean +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 Mean +1 +2 +3

-3 -2 -1 Mean +1 +2 +3

ercentage of Inappropriate Lang.

Language Functions

m a
S C
O o= .J

Parent
Questionnaire

English Only Percentage Exhibited
Spanish Only Most like Others
Both Separately Unlike Others
Mixes Both

*The standard scores on the TTRV and the Boehm have been
translated from percentile scores. They should be interpreted
with caution due to differences in standardization groups and
since the nearest estimate is used. They are translated to
provide an equal basis of comparison.
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CHILD #:

s

Boehm - English
Form A

Boehm - Spanish
Form B

Toronto Test of
Receptive Vocab. -
English

Toronto Test of
Receptive Vocab. -
Spanish

Pruebas de Expresion
Oral y Percepcion de
la Lengua Espanola

Subtest 1. Auditory
Sequential Memory

Subtest 2. Auditory
Association

Subtest 3. Sentence
Repetition

Subtest 4. Story
Comprehension

Subtest 5. Encoding

Appendix IC

TEST SCORES

Raw Scores Percentiles Standard
Scores*

*Standard scores have been converted to scores with a mean of 100
and a standard deviation of 15. This has been done to assist
those individuals reviewing the scores in making comparisons
which will hopefully help in their decision-making. The scores
should be used with caution since they have been statistically
extrapolated and do not take into consideration standardization
group differences across tests. For additional information
refer to the test scoresheets.
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CHILD #:

D.O.B.:

IQ:

Appendix L

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

MOTHER'S BIRTHPLACE:

FATHER'S BIRTHPLACE:

YEARS IN U.S. IF BORN ELSEWHERE:

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY:

CHILD'S POSITION IN FAMILY STRUCTURE:

AGE FIRST STARTED SPEAKING:

FIRST WORJS:

SEX:

AGE:

AGE 5Nria IN SENTENCES:
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Appendix M

CLASSIFICATION SHEET

Child #:

Check the classification that best applies to the child.

Language-Disordered

Borderline/At risk

Not Language Disordered - No language problem

Not Language Disordered - Second Language Acquisition
Problems

Comments:



Appendix N

RECOMMENDATION SUEET

Instructions: This sheet is designed to obtain your feedback on
the type(s) of assessment data which generally were most useful
in 1elping you classify the children included in this study.
Please check any combination of the types of data which you found
to be most effective. Thank youl

Only all of the data used together

Home Bilingual Usage Estimate

Spanish/English Language Performance Screening

Bilingual Syntax Measure - English

Bilingual Syntax Measure - Spanish

Boehm - English

Boehm - Spanish

Toronto Test of Receptive Vocabulary - English

Toronto Test of Receptive Vocabulary - Spanish

PEOPLE Auditory Sequential Memory

PEOPLE Auditory Association

PEOPLE Sentence Repetition

PEOPLE Story Comprehension

PEOPLE Encoding

Teacher Checklist

Parent Questionnaire

Comments:

Language Samples (Whatever the child could provide)
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